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Over 150 Saddiebred Horses To
Compete In Charity Horse Show
More than 150 saddlebred horses
from eight states are expected to
compete in the 16 classes of the Ken-
tucky State Charity Horse Show to be
held in the new West Kentucky
Livestock and Exhibition Center at






rate dropped from 7.4 per cent in
February to 6.9 per cent in March,
according to statistics released this
week by the Department for Human
Resources.
Calloway County's unemployment
rate remains well below the state
average, which is also 7.4 per cent.
Local unemployment is listed at 6.1 per
cent, according to the statistics.
The lowest rate in Western Ken-
tucky is held by Union County. Union
also shares the lowest rate in the state
with Bourbon County in Central Ken-
tucky.
The March rate for western Kentucky
represents a 1,100 decrease in the
number of persons unemployed, ac-
cording to Robert MacDonald, chief
lobor market analyst for the depart-
ment.
MacDonald attributed the lower rate
to increase* job opportunities in
seasonal agricultural, construction and
service industries.
The highest rate of unemployment in
western Kentucky is in Marshall
County, where statistics show 12.1 per
cent unemployed.
Scheduled to start at 7:30 p.m., the
.show, being held for the first time in the
new $2.6 million indoor arena already
has attracted stall reservations from




Being sponsored jointly by the
Murray Rotary Club and the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, the classes will be judged by Fritz
Jordan, Franklin, Tenn., who will
handle the gaited events, and Russell
Pate, Collierville, Tenn., who will judge
the walking horses.
Pate also is a widely-recognized
trainer and horse show judge, and
regularly is called upon to judge the
world championship Shelbyville, Tenn.,
Walking Horse Celebration, one of the
most prestigious horse shows in the
nation.
Announcing the events will be O'Neil
Howell of Memphis, Tenn. He is well
known to Kentuckians for his an-
nouncing at the Kentucky State Fair.
The ring master will be Tom Banks,
well-known exhibitor living in Murray,
and Norma Thompson, Benton, will be
the organist.
More than $3,300 in prizes will be
awarded winners in the following
classes: American saddle pleasure;
two-year-old walking horse; toadster
pony; junior three-gaited horse; ladies'
walking horse; amateur five-gaited
horse; harness pony.
Amateur walking horse; amateur
three-gaited horse; fine harness horse;
junior five-gaited horse; open three-
gaited horse; open racking horse, open
walking horse and open five-gaited
horse.
Among the well-known saddlebred
stables expected to be represented are
the Hill Top Stables of Mt. Vernon, Ill.;
Green Meadow Stables, Owensboro;
Wing May Farm, Paris, Ky.; the Nick
McCallon Stables at Franklin, Tenn.,
and the Lee Shipman Stables, Cox's
Creek, Ky. All of these have requested
stall reservations, while many others
are expected to "come in for the show
and mill out afterwards," /recording to -
A.W. Simmons, Jr., one of the over-all
chairmen for the show.
The Murray Middle School Boys
Chorus will open the show with a
medley of Bicentennial songs.
Begun in August, 1974, the new center
in which the show will be held was used
for the first time last month. It was
built to be used by the people of the
University's region for livestock and
horse shows, machinery exhibitions,
horticulture shows and other farm-
related events.
Included in its 67,570 square feet of
enclosed space is the arena area of
approximately 45,757 square feet arid
seating for 2,700 spectators. Tickets for
the show are in the hands of members
of the two clubs. Patron tickets, en-
titling the holder to a ringside,
cushioned seat, are $7.50 each, while
general admission tickets are $3 each.
15' Per Copy 1 Section - 10 Pages
HEALTHY BIRTHDAY, AMERICA—Stuart Poston, administrator of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, cuts a bir-
thday cake in the lobby of the hospital as the local institution kicked off its observance of National Hospital Week
sionday. Looking on are department heads at the hospital. The local hospital has planned activities throughout the
seek to celebrate the annual observance.
Local Area Shifting Toward
Service Economy, Stats Show
In Calloway County, government
figures show, there are more people
engaged in providing services of
Various kinds than in producing goods.
More and more, with each passing
year, the local area is shifting toward a
service economy.
Carroll Having Second Thoughts
About Including ERA In Session
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) -- Gov.
Julian Carroll appeared today to have
second thoughts about including the
controversial ERA rescission topic in
the coming special legislative session
this fall.
He said he is attaching a limitation
• • after thinking about it" to his previous
remark that the Equal Rights Amen-
dment might be taken up again if a
constitutional majority of the General
Assembly -voted in advance of the
session to do so.
That comment was made weeks ago
during an hour-long panel on the
Kentucky Educational Television
network.
Carroll said today during a Louisville
television program (WAVE-TV) that he
has received many questions about it.
"I can't let any issue dominate the
real purpose of this legislative session,
which is the implementation of the
judicial article," he said.
The governor also pointed out that he
has scheduled the special session
between Thanksgiving and Christmas,
which would leave only a few weeks for
deliberations.
"So there is limited time and we must
limit the subjects," he said.
Carroll indicated that whether the
ERA issue is put on the agenda "is
going to depend on the amount of time.'•
The Equal Rights Amendment was
passed during the 1972 special session
of the Kentucky Legislature, and the
federal amendment lacks only a few
state ratifications before becoming
law.
A strong movement to rescind ERA
in the 1976 session occupied a great deal
of the lawmakers' time — up until the
final hours — and failed to pass.
Then Carroll gave new hope to the
anti-ERA groups recently with his
statement that if 51 House members
and 21 senators told him they wanted
the matter taken up, he probably would
accede to it.
Carroll said that he has a clifferint
role as governor than as lieuterunt
governor, when he was primarily a
legislator.
He noted he voted for ERA and is or)
the record in its favor.
He said that as governor he neither
has to sign nor veto an anti-ERA
resolution.
Pro-ERA forces expressed alarm and
resentment at the governor opening the
door for another possible struggle on
ERA this fall.
That is the trend, also, in most parts
of the country. As a result, the United
States has become the first nation in the
world in which most of the working
population is in service industries
rather than in the production of
tangible goods.
Nationally, according to the
Department of Commerce and the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, almost 7 out
of every 10 workers:have service-type
jobs today — in banks, schools,
hospitals, stores, business offices,
government agencies, finance, tran-
sportation, communications and the
like,
In Calloway County, the latest figures
show, approximately 71 per cent of the
working population have service-
oriented jobs. The other 29 per cent are
in goods-producing occupations, which
consist of agriculture, mining, con-
struction and manufacturing.
This compares with 67 per cent in
services and 33 per cent in production in
1970.
Elsewhere in the United States, 68 per
cent are now in the service sector and,
in the State of Kentucky, 62 per cent.
The transition over the years to a
service economy is attributed prin-
cipally to automation, which has
Money To Be Made In Oil And
Politics According To Survey
WASHINGTON (AP) — There's
money to be made in oil and politics, a
government survey indicates.
The Commerce Department reported
Monday that Alaska boasted the
nation's highest average per capita
personal income last year — $8,815.
That was nearly 28 per cent above the
1974 level, and construction of the
Alaska oil pipeline apparently caused
the spurt.
Right behind Alaska ranked the
nation's capital, the District of
Columbia, where personal income
LOCAL POSTAL BURDEN INCREASES—A strike by United Parcel Work
ers
averaged $7,751 for 1975, up 9'04 per cent
from 1974. Two years ago the Distnct
was on top and Alaska was second.
Both areas were well above the
national average of $5,834. That figure
was a $385 improvement, or 7 per cent,
over the 1974 level. Consumer pnces
climbed 734 per cent during 1975.
At the bottom of the 50 states was
Mississippi, where income averaged
$4,021, up 6.2 per cent from 1974.
The next highest were Connect
16,854 I and Delaware ($6,799).
The next lowest were Asko' --as
has increased the workload at the 10( al
post office. according to Lester Nanny, postmaster. "We're quite
 able to handle the additional told:however," Nan-
ny said Monday. "We're cramped for space already, but were doing the 
best we can," he added. U.P.S. currently
sends three trucks into Murray for local deliveries
gift Photo bv David Hi
•
($4,383 tand New Mexico ($4.482
In regional terms, the far west —
Californian Washington, Nevada.
Oregon, Alaska and Hawaii — was the
leader at $6,434. - • -
The Commerce Department also
announced Monday that retail sales in
April were up 13.8 per cent over April
1975, but down slightly from sales in
March.
The April sales, based on advance
estimates, were $53.3 billion. The
March sale figures were revised
downward from the $53.87 billion
estimated earlier to about $16 million
above the April level.
The March increase turns out to be
1.3 per cent over February instead of
the 2.8 per cent previously reported.
But the March sales were 16 per cent
ahead of March 1975.
Auto sales climbed 4.8 per cent to
$10.56 billion in April, while sales of
nondurable goods — such as groceries,
gas and clothing — were off $398
million.
In other economic news, a govern-
ment study found that recessions seem
to be losing their historical impact on
curbing inflation.
The 1973-75 recession cut prices
during its most -severe phase, October
1974 to March 1975, the Council on Wage
and Price Stability said Moday.
Woman Charged in
Prescription Forgery
Jenny Hinch, of Murray, was charged
by Murray City Police in connection
with a forged prescription allegedly
presented at a local drugstore, ac-
cording to police reports.
._ Miss Hinch is being held in Calloway
jail on $5,000 bond at this time ac-
cording to police
steadily reduced the number of people
needed in production jobs. At the same
timeLhowever, it has opened up many
new service-type opportunities.
The increased affluence produced by
automation has triggered an ever-
increasing demand for services as well
as for goods, points out Victor R. Fuchs
of the National Bureau of Economic
Research.
Besides creating new jobs it has
provided "opportunities for small firms
and non-profit organizations, thus in-
suring the proliferation of independent
businesses at a time when large cor-
porations are growing still larger by the
absorption of small ones."
He finds that virtually all of the net
increase in employment in the United





The Fourth annual Little Miss
Murray-Calloway County Pageant will
be held Sunday, July 11, at 2:30 p.m. on
the campus of Murray State University,
according to the members of the
Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority of Murray, sponsor of
the pageant.
Little girls between the ages of three
,.and five years who have not attended
14n4ergarten are eligible for the-
pageszt, The girls will be judged on
natural "arm, poise, beauty, and
personality 'while modeling a sport-
swear outfit anb'4 party dress. Out of
town judges will selected for the
pageant.
Interested parents shou watch the
Murray Ledger & Times r in-
formation on registration for
pageant, a sorority spokesman said.
Clear and Cooler
Clear and a little cooler tonight, low
in the mid to upper 40s. Sunny and a
little warmer Wednesday, high in the
upper 70s to low 80s. Thursday partly
cloudy and mild.





Hospital is participating in the ob-
servation of National Hospital Week
this week, along with 7,000 other
hospitals across the nation,
The theme for the celebration,
"Healthy Birthday, America," em-
phasizes the efforts hospitals are
making to help and encourage in-
dividuals to stay healthy, according to
hospital administrator Stuart Poston.
"While Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is dedicated to caring for the
ill, we want the community to know that
our interest in their well-being extends
beyond their treatment in our in-
stitution," Post continued. "We feel an
obligation to educate people about steps
they can take which will make con-
tributions to their own good health.
Tours will be conducted each day at
2:30 this week at the local hospital.
Displays may be seen in the front lobby,
a press luncheon will be Wednesday,
and an employes' tea will be held
Thursday.
National Hospital Week is an annual
observance sponsored by the American
Hospital Association and its members
to give people an opportunity to _learn




The Calloway County Board of
Education held a called meeting last
night to consider several personal
items. 
_
David King was elected as a teacher
at Southwest Elementary School; Mark
cy was elected as a substitute
teeIrr for the remainder of this year;
Susan lackford was named speech
correctioIhi,, pending approval of the
application: d the resignation of
William E. Dun , who has worked in
the school bus garae,for a number of
years, was accepted.
Principal Eli Alexander and Mrs. Betty Scott. art teacher. of Mur
ray High
Sc hoot. notify ( laude Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pe
rry Johnson, that he is
the winner in the Florida Citrus Growers Poster 
ontest for the State of
Kentu4 ky. His poster has now .entered the national «ult
ect representing
Kentucky Notification came from the State Department of
 Education_
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Decoding the
Single-earring Symbol
DEAR ABBY: That Montana husband probably wears a
gold earring in his left ear for the same reason I have a gold
tooth in front with a ruby in it. I like it!
AN INDIVIDUAL
DEAR INDIVIDUAL: I'm with you. A person's right to
be himself is one of our cherished freedoms, so why should a
pen:am have to "explain" his reason for it? Its HIS ear and
HIS business, and as far as I know, wearing an earring is
neither immoral nor illegal But there seems to be a variety
of opinions. Read on.
DEAR ABBY: A Montana wife asked you why her
husband suddenly started to wear a tiny gold earring in his
left ear (She asked him and he refused to tell her.) You said
you didn't know, but if she ever found out, to let you know
I'm surprised that you didn't know, Abby. It means that
he has become a member of the gay community.
HEP IN OAKLAND
DEAR ABBY: I'm a man who had his ears pierced four
years ago, and you wouldn't believe the static I've had from
people because of one little speck of gold the size of a
pinhead!
I've been accused of being a homosexual, a latent
transvestite and just plain weird I assure you I am as
average as most men.
I attend college and see more and more macho guys
wearing earrings on carapus. I don't know if there is any
significance to wearing only one earring in the left ear. I
wear mine there because I am right-handed, and it's easier
to put on. My buddy wears one in his right ear because it's
not seen by the police if he's stopped for • traffic violation.
Sign me... — — --
PIERCED AND PROUD
DEAR ABBY: A sailor who has sailed three years on the
coast of China wears a gold ring in his left ear to prove that
he has been there.
RETIRED CAPTAIN —AGE 80
DEAR ABBY: Men have worn earrings for centuries —
Shakespeare, Rembrandt and King James II, to name a few
of the more prominent of them.
Ancient Greeks and Romans borrowed the custom from
the Persian and Indian men And our own American Indian
braves also wore earrings. And how about the early African
warriors? And the pirates'?
Men wore earrings long before women did, so why all the
ruckus?
DEAR ABBY I am a man who wears a little gold earring
in my left ear because of my religion.
I am a Buddist, and all Buddists wear one gold
earring—and always in the left ear
I am surprised you didn't know that.
DEAR BUDDHIST And if you are really a Buddhiat, I
ern surprised that you don't know bow to spell "Buddhist."
DEAR ABBY According to an ancient Chinese belief.
the wearing of an earring in the left ear symbolizes that that
person's life has been endangered, and to prevent a
recurrence, an earring is worn. It is supposedly protection
against bad luck
DEAR ABBY: A man wears a gold earring in his left ear
to let the world know that he has crossed the equator.
OLD MARINER
For Abby's new booklet. "%hat Teen-agers Want to
Know send Si td Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr .
Beverly Hills. Calif 90212 Please enclose a long
*elf addrecsed, stamped r24e( envelope





Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Fri=ell of Symsonia announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Deborah Gail, to James Thomas Surnmersgill, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Neely of St. Louis, Mo.
Miss Frizzell received her B. S. degree in social work from
Murray State University and is currently employed at General
Telephone Company of Kentucky.
Mr. Surrunersgill received his M. S. degree in biology from
Murray State University and is currently employed at the
University of Louisville School of Medicine.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 22, at
seven p. m. at the home of the bride's parents. A reception will
follow the ceremony.
Friends and relatives are invited.
New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following: --
HOME MADE, by Sandra
Oddo. Galahad. -
Home Made is a collection of
some of the best recipes from
the nineteenth century, when
American cooks were among




This volume is an up-to-date
resource to help the lay person
and student interpret the Bible
for themselves.
PEROFF: THE MAN WHO
KNEW TOO MUCH, by L. H.
Whittemore. Morrow.
This is the true, headline-
making story of Frank Peroff,
the undercover agent set up
for the kill by the United
States Government.
MR. WRONG, by Elizabeth
Jan Howard. Viking.
Written over a period of
twenty-five years these nine
stories vary in length and
theme and all bring into sharp
focus the author's individual
talent.
THE WHIM—WHAM
BOOK. Four Winds Press.
Like the Hodgepodge and
Nonsense books, this book is
packed with riddles, jokes,
puzzles, teases, and games for
all ages.
A GARDENER TOUCHED
WITH GENIUS, by Peter
Dreyer. Coward.
This new biography on
Luther Burbank aims to put
the record in perspective and
show his achievements with
plants were among the most
extensive and fruitful in
horticultural history.
THE HOLLYWOOD
POSSE, by Diane Cary.
Houghton.
Here is a true story of hair
authentic cowboys survived
riders, stuntment and doubles
for the stars in a long series :4
Western movies.
The Golden Age Club will
meet Friday, May 14, at noon
at the First United Methodist
Church parlor. A potluck
luncheon will be served with
Clarence and Pauline Bunt,
Connie Jones, Nettie and
Norman Klapp, Elsie Lovett,
and Dan and Mary Mears in
charge of the arrangements.
A slate of officers for the
next year will be presented by
the nominating committee
composed of Robbie Harrison,
Bryan Tolley, and Birdie
Parker.
Following the luncheon and
brief business meeting, a bi-
centennial program will be
present at two p. m. in the
church parlor. Members and




should avoid tight T-shirts and
sweaters. A well-fitting silky
shirt produces the sexy look




Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
Vi the stars.
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Your innately good style,
demeanor and cooperative
attitude can win laurels. In-
difference or reluctance,
however, will surely disenchant
others and hurt your cause.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 211 °CC"
Analyses, conjectures must
be given plenty of time in order
to prevent errors. Be alert.
Artistic pursuits highly favored.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Put past doubts, disap-
pointments behind you; they
only put limits on future
progress. You could now add
the "twist" that boosts projects.
CANCER
1. June 22 to July 23)
Shun breakneck speed, but
neither delay nor be tardy in
action. Both extremes, and
others, MUST be curbed.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
You won't be able to ac-
complish ALL you desire, so
don't try to crowd yourself or
others. Stay "on target" —
competent, but not pressured.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RPLIt.
Augment your efforts with
whatever is available in sound
devices, methods and produc-
tion step-up. New opportunities
indicated. Prepare!
LIBRA
iSept. 24 to Oct. 23)
An exciting, stimulating day.
Act with confidence. Luck is
with you in dealing with
superiors, experts in all lines.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Mier.




I any kind could alienate
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Accept the fact that, tem-
porarily, differences of opinion
will be inevitable. Thus,. you'll
watch your step and do nothing
to increase tensions.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 1/J4
An excellent day for making
new contacts, putting unique
ideas into action. On the per-
sonal side, there's a possiblity
of new romance.
AQUARIUS assa-A
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A stimulating day, but don't
let your enthusiasms cause you
to take on more than you can
handle. Easy does it!
PISCES





which could upset asanciates.
YOU, BORN TODAY are a
composite of practicality and
creativity, often succeeding in
art, singing, poetry or dancing.
You can write well, too and, as a
novelist, your work would be
deep and moving. You have a
keen mind and, whatever art
you may pursue, either
vocationally or avocationally,
the intellectual approach will be
evident. Your understanding
and sympathy for your
fellowman is outstanding, and
you make excellent physicians
and nurses.







and IV at 7:30 p
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Murray Tri-Alpha officers for 1976-77 are, seated, left to right, Jan Outland, treasurer
Bobbie Smith, vice-president Lisa Smith, president Pam Lassiter, secretary. Standing,
left to right, Leslie Homra, parliamentarian; Emily Porter, chaplain; Sherry Runyan,ser-
vice chairman; Lisa Francis, song leader.
Lisa Smith, a junior,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Smith, was installed as
president of the Murray High
Tr -Alpha in a candlelight
ceremony held Monday
evening, May 3, in the school
library.
Other officers are Bobbie
Smith, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Smith, vice-
president; Pam Lassiter,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Lassiter, secretary; Jan
Outland, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Outland,
treasurer; Sherry Runyan,
daughter of Mrs. C. E. Myers,
service chairman; Emily
Porter, daughter of William
Porter and Margaret Porter,
chaplain; Leslie Homra,
daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Charles Homra,
parliamentarian; and Lisa
Francis, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Francis, song
leader.
Performing the ceremony
were the present leaders: Lisa







Mary Ann Riic,spll, club ad-
visor.
Lisa Francis was an-
nounced as the recipient of the
Lula Young Memorial Award
presented each year by the
club to the junior member who
best exemplifies the Christian
standards of the organization.
The award includes the
engraving of the honoree's
name on a plaque which is
displayed throughout the year
in the school office. It was
presented to Miss Francis by
Lisa Jones, last year's
recipient.
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. 'Jakea
Claxton of Hamlin had as their--
weekend guests her aunt, Mrs. 1.
Erna Johnson of Gainesville,
Mo., and her cousin, Paul
Johnson and wife, Irene, of
Springfield, Mo.
Lisa Francis, a junior at Murray High School, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Francis, has been named recipient
of the Lulu Young Memorial Award presented each sear
by the Murray High School Tri-Alpha to the junior mem
her who best exemplified the Christian standards of the
club. The newly-elected club president, Lisa Smith J
junior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith, at the left, is


























ST Aft Or ONO IS nor moue,"
Now Showing
71141:111+ 2 10 Sat & Sun
Paducah Mall, Paducah, Ky. Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Remember this date. . .
Wednesday, May 1 2th
Visit Conrad's in the
Paducah Mall
will be announced at 9 p. m.
Other Free Prizes Plus Door Prizes
Also Enjoy A
Presented by Mr. Lanny Davis
(Mr Davis, our Lowrey Representative
will be playing -Our" Favorite Tunes
From 8 30 til 9p. m. on this grand occasion
Bring Your Family and Friends
lt Will Be a "Great Night For All"
4 LOWR'EY.
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Christian Church, will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Ron Cella,
1708 Plainview, at ten a. m„
and IV at 7:30 p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p. m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Calloway County Council on
Drug Education will have a
dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m. at
the Triangle Inn. Reser-
vations should be made by
May 10.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet with Phyllis Whit-
ney.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
will meet with Frances Vance
at 7:30 p.m.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p. m. with Jane Wells as
speaker.
Wednesday, May 12
Members of Arts and Crafts
Club will be luncheon guests of




meet as follows - Pacers with
Joan Brun at 9:30 a.m.,
followed by sack lunch; South
Pleasant Grove with Mrs.
Garland Hutson and New
Concord with Mrs. I. B.
Mayfield, both at one p.m..
Pottertovrn at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at ten a.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall. Call
Wally Swan for information.
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Hannah with Mrs. James
Stahler, Ruth Wilson with
Mrs. John E. Fortin, and
Wesleyan, all at 7:30 p.m.
Women's activities at the
Murray Country Club will be
as follows: Golf at nine a.m.
with Rainey Apperson as
hostess; tennis at nine a.m.
with Linda McNeely as
hostess; bridge at 9:30 a.m.
with Jean Lindsey and Eddie
Mae Outland as chairmen;
ladies luncheon at noon with
Mrs. Sam Housden as
chairman of the hostesses.
Oaks Country Club Women
will play bridge at 9:30 a.m.
with Jean Ann Outland as
chairman and golf at 9:30 a.m.
with Polly Seale as hostess.
North Second Street
Community Center will be
open for Senior Citizens from
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Thursday, May 13
Youth Choir from Mun-
fordville Baptist Church will
present a musical at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
at eight p.m. with Bob Reeder
as director.
Independence United
Methodist Church Men and
Women will meet at the
church at seven p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Council No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Grove 6126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at six
p.m.
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the Dexter





We are pleased to an-
n(,unce that Vickie
White, bride•elect of
Roger Hughes, has selec•
ted her pottery. stainless
and crystal from our
complete bridal registry.
Vickie and Roger will








Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Church will meet at the




Club will meet with Mrs. Ivan
Outland at 1:30 p.m.
Discovery Walk will start at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes at 5:30p.m.
Golden Age Club will meet





have a fellowship meeting at
the church at seven p. in. A
basket dinner will be served.
Saturday, May 15
Garden Fair of the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will be at the
club house from rune a.m to
one p.m.
Society Horse Show,
sponsored by Sigma Depar-
tment, Murray Woman's Club,
and Murray Rotary Club, will
be at 7:30 p.m. at the
Livestock Show and
Exhibition Center, MSU,
located on College Farm
Road.
Str earn Stroll will start at
Jenny Ridge Picnic Area,
Land Between the Lakes at
ten a.m.
Slide presentation of
Endangered Species will be at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes, at two p.m.
Sunday, May II
Spring recital of baton
students of Sandy Coleman
Academy will be at 1:30 p.m.
at the University School gym,
North 16th Street. No ad-
mission.
Nature photography will be
from two to five p.m. at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes
AFTER-SCHOOL TREAT
Apricot Nog Sugar Cookies
APRICOT NOG
Delicious and nutritious for






12-ounce can (1112 cups)
apricot nectar, chilled
Beat eggs until thick and ivo-
ry color. Add remaining in-
gredients and beat until com-
bined Serve at once. Makes 1
quart.
Vows To Be Read
Miss Robin Boyles
and Danny Br-main
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Robin
Bayles to Danny Brittain, son of Virgil Brittain and Mr. and
Mrs. James Darnell, all of Murray, has been announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. David Foley of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Bayles of Paducah.
Miss Bayles is a 1976 graduate of Murray High School, and
Mr. Brittain is a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
The wedding vows will be read on Saturday, June 19, at
6:30 p.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church. A reception
will follow in the Community Room of the Federal Savings and
Loan, Seventh and Main Streets, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception. ---•
Special Projects Are Planned
By Dexter Homemakers Club
The Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet Thursday, May
13, at 9:30 a.m. at the Dexter
Community Center.
At the last meeting with the
president, Mrs. Allene Prit-
chett, presiding, reports were
given by Mrs. „June Pritchett
with prayer being led by Mrs.
Lola Parish. Mrs. Shirley
Jackson was a visitor.
The lesson on "Up To Dadmi
Food Preservation" was give:,
by Mrs. Irene Mitchuson.
The club made sandwiches
for the Special Olympics at
Murray State University, and
made plans for a rummage
sale on May 14 and 15. Allere
Pritchett, Edna Butler, arid
Irene Mitchuson will work at
the Calloway County Fair this
year.
Reports on the bus trip to
Holly Springs, Miss., by
Brooks Collie, June Pritchett,
Dollie Colson, and Irene
Mitchuson were given.
The members will meet on
the third Tuesday with the
Senior Citizens to help make a
bed quilt that will be put
together by Mrs. Lyda Overby
and quilted by the club
members to be sold later in
the year. The club will meet
each third Tuesday at 9:30
a.m. at the community center
for a craft lesson.
Other members present
were M. Lillian Miller, Mrs
Ann Cleaver, and Mrs. Linda
Conner.
Refreshments of cookies
and coffee were served by
Mrs. Brooks Collie and Mrs.
Irene Mitchuson.
A clock in the bathroom
may prevent morning dilly-
dallying.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Nancy Wallace of




Mrs. A. A. ( Eula Mae)
Doherty, is a patient at Van-
derbilt Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. She is in Room D7217 on
the Seventh Floor, and en-
tered the hospital on May 6.
PARIS PATIENT
Thomas C. Scruggs of Hazel




NEW YORK (AP) — Ameri-
can life expectancy has in-
creased by 25 years since the
beginning of the century, ac-
cording to the Institute of Life
Insurance.
The institute says a person
born now can expect to live
nearly 72 years, while a person
born us 1900 had a life ex-








Plans have been completed
by Miss Julie Ann Saylors,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlee Saylors, for her
wedding to Loyd Alan
McClure, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hoyt McClure.
Miss Saylors is the gran-
ddaughter of Mrs. Irene
Saylors and the late .L E.
Saylors of Jasper, Tenn., and
of Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Crowe
of Killian, Ala.
Mr. McClure is the grandson
of the late Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
McClure and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Fent Mohundro, all of
Calloway County.
The vows will be solemnized
on Friday, May 14, at 5:30 p.
m. at the Hazel Baptist
Church with Rev. James
Garland officiating.
Serving as matron of honor
for the bride-elect will be Mi.
Karen Forrest. Renee Sled,
Kim McClure, and Dawn
McCuiston will be the
bridesmaids.
Randy McClure will setve
as best man for Mr. McClure.
Groomsmen will be Michael
Burkeen, 0. E. Wilburn, Und
Kenny Donelson.
The music will be presented
by Carol Sloan, Mike Jones,
Gary McClure, and Jimmy
Hughes.
A reception will follow the
ceremony in the fellowship
hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
To vary a meat stew, serve it


























Calloway County's Largest Shopping Center
Day after day people of
Calloway County are learning
from experts why they should
SHOP Downtown Murray!

























Purchase Industrial Loan Pion
























*Every purchase is Value Packed
Shop Downtown Murray
where you have easy access to:
'U.S. Post Office *Calloway Co. Court House
'Murray City Hall 'Mon office of both Banks
*Radio Station •Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital
'Newspaper Office *Murray-Calloway Co. Library
Association
,2117mar. fl,..
The Murray Ledger & Times






A very special event will oc-
cur in Murray on May 15th
which should bring many
credits to Murray and Ken-
tucky.
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club along
with the Murray Rotary Club
will inaugurate an important
new indoor horse show called
The Kentucky State Charity
Horse Show. This special event
is attracting the attention of
exhibitors and visitors from an
eight-state area. In Kentucky,
this show will be surpassed only
by the long established Ken-
tucky State Fair Horse Show in
Louisville and the Lexington
Junior League Horse Show.
The new Livestock Show and
Exposition Center has given
Murray a new dimension in at-
tracting visitors to our com-
munity. Few facilities in the en-
tire country can equal this
project. The facility itself
creates a challenge in that it
demands only top quality in the
attractions which are presen-
ted in its arena.
It now appears that the Ken-
tucky State Charity Horse Show
will meet this challenge in its
presentation. The ring
management selected for the
show is out of Who's Who in the
show horse industry. The
quality of the horses expected
will not take second seat to the
ring management as the kings
of the ring from the circuit
regulars will convene in
Murray on May 15th.
Many visitors will be in
Murray for this show including
representatives of National
Horse Magazine and The Blue
Grass Horseman, who will be
covering this event.
It is important that the people
of this community support this
show and extend a warm Ken-
tucky welcome to our guests. A
good foundation has been laid
with this inaugural show which
will insure its future. Our
motels, restaurants, service
stations and specialty shops
will reap the benefits of the
Kentucky State Charity Horse
Show; and the support of our
citizens is important in por-
traying an outstanding image
in the eyes of our visitors to
Murray. Attend the show May






NEW YORK ( AP) — Encouraged by
some of the heftiest profits increases
since the 1960s, corporations now ap-
pear ready to raise their commitments
to invest in new plants and equipment
this year.
Until recently, those plans were
generally considered by economists to
be disappointing and even to suggest
that corporate America remained
unconvinced about the future of the
recovery.
As late as this March, the Commerce
Department estimated capital spen-
ding would increase only 6.5 per cent
over last year, but a more recent
survey now points to a 13 per cent in-
crease.
The latter percentage would bring
spending to $127.3 billion, much of it in
the second half of the year. It was found
in a survey by McGraw-Hill
Publications, whose findings are
heavily relied upon by economists.
While as much as 9 per cent of this
gain must be disregarded because it
represents inflation, the 4 per cent real
gain is a decided improvement over
earlier estimates, in which no real
gains at all were foreseen.
The McGraw-Hill findings were
released almost simultaneously with a
report from Citibank that the after-tax
earnings of 770 manufacturers jumped
in the first quarter of the year.
The bank said the earnings of these
manufacturers rose 20 per cent over the
fourth quarter, on a seasonally ad-
justed basis. And for 1,149 concerns of
various types, the year-to-year gain in
the first quarter was 44 per cent.
It commented: "Corporate after-tax
earnings in '76 are eclipsing last year's
wildest forecasts. And they are much
less distorted by inflation-bred in-
ventory gains and inadequate
depreciation charges."
At the same time, wage settlements
are proving to be less costly than some
corporations had anticipated. The
Labor Department reports first-year
settlements averaged 8.8 per cent in the
first quarter, and 7.4 per cent over the
life of contracts.
These and other factors are causing
some economists to consider
reassessing their forecasts, although
few prominent ones have so far raised
their sights. Caution is still very evident
in the fraternity.
An example is provided by a current
report to clients by Rinfret-Boston
Associates. Noting that the Gross
National Product grew at a 7.5 per cent
annual rate, Pierre Rinfret com-
mented:
"We have, therefore, evidence of a
vigorous economic expansion which
could turn into something no one has
said for a long time: an economic
boom."
He does not forecast one, however.
Instead he tones it down: "It's too early
to describe 1976 as a boom, but if this
kind of expaneinn contlaves, that
description may not be an
exaggeration "
Other business economists are
somewhat less enthusiastic. Albert
Cox, Jr., chief economist of Lionel D.
Edie & Co., tends to discount the
significance of the 7.5 per cent first-
quarter growth figure.
"It appears," he said, that we
remain on basic trend of about 5 per
cent real growth and 5 per cent in-
flation. Growth in the first quarter was
much higher because of a big inventory
turnaround — from liquidation to
substantial accumulation."
Business Mirror
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
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(;arrott's Galley
Dr. Doran Forced To Quit
Horse Show; His Steed Dies
By M. C. Garrott
Dr. Adron Doran, president of
Morehead State University and in
recent years an avid horseman, was
scheduled to ride in the Kentucky State
Charity Horse Show at the new West
Kentucky Livestock and Exhibition
Center on the Murray State University
farm this coming Saturday night.
They have a nice horsemanship
program at Morehead, just as we do at
Murray State, and Dr. Doran has
become quite interested in horses. In
fact, he has ridden to a national
championship among owner-amateur
riders 60 years of age and over on
walking horses of any age.
He won this title last year at the
Tennessee Walking Horse .National
Celebration at Shelbyville, Tenn. He
was aboard a steed named Hawk's
Mystery.
+++4++
He hadn't planned to ride Hawk's
Mystery, here, however, as this horse
recently was sold and delivered to
Henry O'Nan at Decatur, Ga. They had
bought a replacement horse for Hawk's
Mystery at Morehead, and this was the
horse Dr. Doran had planned to ride
here Saturday night, but now that's out.
The replacement horse died unex-
pectedly Wednesday night, April 27. Dr.
Doran's letter to A. W. Simmons, Jr.,
withdrawing his entry explains:
"This means that I will have to with-
draw my acceptance and renounce my
'kingship' all for the lack of a steed to
ride. If you change your plans from a
horse show to a goat roping, I think I
can arrange to become a participant.
"Seriously, we had a good bid price to
sell Hawk's Mystery, and I decided that
he had reached a point in development
as the World Champion Amateur
Walking Horse With Rider 60 Years of
Age and could lose some of his status
during the 1976 season.
"I thought the best time to sell him
was when he was at his proven peak. It
was a hard decision to make, and I have
suffered great trauma as the result of
separating him from the University
Stables.
++++++
"We bought a five-year-old stallik
which we though would develop we..
this year and prove to be an acceptab.e
replacement for our needs. I had beer





NEW YORK ( AP) — In Robert
Theobald's view, civilization is like a
group of tipplers in the club car who
feel secure despite the train's high
speed because, of course, the engineer
is stone sober. Except that he isn't. -
It's part of our upbringing, he said the
other day. "Everyone feels someone
else is making the decisions."
So long as we are unprepared to
accept the certainty of disaster, given
our present directions, we shall fail to
alter our priorities until it is too late, he
said, adding this advice:
"We must abandon our polyanna
optimism and encourage new styles of
leadership which will have the
imagination to lead us in new direc-
tions."
What is needed, he said, is sapiential
leadership, or that based on com-
petence, wisdom and knowledge, rather
than on the ability to coerce or impress.
Leadership that admits it isn't om-
nipotent, but which is willing to join in a
search for answers.
Theobald believes that if Civilization
can avoidthe crash, the United States is
the one to show the way. Therefore the
title of his 14th book, just published by
The New Republic Book Co.,
Washington, D.C.: "Beyond Despair."
Who is Theobald? He is a socio-
economist, a futurist who derives some
of his notions from the U.S, Con-
stitution, a British subject born in India
who lives in Wickenburg. Ariz., and
commutes to work in Spokane, Wash.
He is a seminal thinker whose books,
lectures and consultations with
congressmen, and with community,
labor and business leaders, and in fact,
any group that will Listen, have spread
his ideas far and wide, although often
the origin is forgotten.
He says he doesn't mind that people
— don't always associate his name with
the concept, such as the guaranteed
income, or that some consider him a
liberal when he feels he is a fun-
damental conservative, because his
payoff is acceptance of his ideas. He
offers no program, only concepts and a
sense of direction.
Theobald believes the train can be
saved, not just by sobering up the
engineer but by sobering up the
passengers, too, by giving them
realistic information, encouraging
them to think and discuss ideas, thus
providing the wherewithal to ad.
In a democracy, which Theobald
believes is the hope of mankind, free
men need this information, and they
themselves must act on it. They must
communicate. They must ac-
commodate differences. They must
seek new directions.
We must, he insists, rethink our
fundamental assumptions about health,
education, justice and work-income
distribution as we move from the in-
dustrial to the communications era.
Among other things endangered is free
enterprise, he says.
We must, he believes, recognize the
beauty of diversity and pluralism
rather than insisting that everyone is
the same.
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and I were both doing well. I rode under
the watchful eye of our trainer on
Monday and Tuesday and was well
pleased with ourprogress.
-After riding 'rum, we put him in his
stall and fed him, and the stable
manager checked on all of the horses at
9:30 Tuesday night. Everything was in
fine order, but when the stable
manager went to feed Wednesday
morning at 6- o'clock, he found my
horse, Jet Star, dead in his stall.
"We sent him to the Diagnostic
Treatment Center, operated by the
Department of Agriculture at
Lexington, where an autopsy was
performed. We thought he had died of a
heart attack, but the autopsy shows
that his stomach exploded, and he died
suddenly. We had never heard of an
explosion of the stomach, but it seems
to have resulted from a defect in the
wall of his stomach much like a defect
develops in an automobile tire inner
tube.
"All of this means that I am out of
business until we are able to secure
another animal that suits me and one
which will accept me. We had Jet Star
covered by insurance, and we plan to
use the insurance money to replace
him.
"I tell you all of these details lest you
think I have gotten cold feet and do not
want to exhibit in your show or that I do
not regard your show highly enough to
exhibit. I am sure you will understand
and that all of our other friends con-
nected with the project will understand
our decision. Best wishes for a suc-
cessful show."
++++++
Dr. Doran, who announced just last
week that he plans to retire as
Morehead's president next January 1
after 22 years in the job, holds two
degrees from Murray State. He also has
been honored by the institution as a
distinguished Alumnus and has been
awarded an honorary degree.
.4 colorful native West Kentuckian, he
would have added much to this initial
Kentucky State Charity Horse Show
here in Murray, but there will be scores
of other top riders on hand with some of
the finest saddlebred horses in mid-
America competing in the 16 different
classes offered.
Without a doubt, this show will
become one of the top horse shows in
the state, and A. W. figures it will be the
third top show in the Commonwealth
behind the Kentucky State Fair Horse
Show and the Lexington Junior League
Horse Show.
"There's no doubt about it," he says.
Come out and help make this dream
come true. It'll be good for the entire
community. We'll see you there.
Isn't It
The Truth
Students who demand, and get, more
voice in running the collegiate factories
of knowledge pose to us taxpayers and
parents a considerable problem: how
are we going to persuade un-
dergraduates to the time-proved fact
that knowledge, like timber and
whiskey, should be seasoned a bit
before using?
Bible Thought
I will both lay me down in peace
and sleep: for thou Lord, only mak-
est me dwell in safety. Psalm 4:ft.
Now that Easter is real and not
an unfulfilled dream of mankind we
can sleep in peace and dwell in
safety.
OPINION-PA GE1
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A Column for Reader* Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
Nurses Dropping
Handmaiden Image
REP. LLOYD MEEDS t Wash.)'... I
am glad to be able to report that a pilot
project is finally getting underway in
Darrington and other rural areas of the
State of Washington called a physicians
extenter project. Under the supervision
of HEW, this project provides for
medicare reimbursement for services
performed by nurses practitioners with
consultation and supervision provided
by a doctor located in the nearest town
some miles away.
"The following article from the
Seattle newspaper Argus, describes in
some detail the philosophy and recent
developments in the nurse practitioner





Qualified registered nurses can now
work without the supervision of a
physician because of a recent change in
the state law regulating the practice of
nursing. Several independent clinics
run by specially trained R. N.'s called
nurse practitioners, are bringing
primary care to remote areas of the
state that have no physician.
Although patient acceptance has
been good, the clinics have run into
practical difficulties, because the new
lawn does not align with the realities of
the doctor-dominated health care
system. Physicians administer im-
portant economic institutions such as
Blue Shield, as well as the hospitals and
the politically influential medical
associations. The policies of some of
these institutions reflect the reluctance
of some physicians to accept an ex-
tended role of nurses.
The Washington State Narses
Association has its own interpretation
of Blue Shield's policy. "King County
Medical Blue Shield came into being
not to provide health care, but to assure
that doctor bills get paid," observes
executive director Beverly M. Smith.
"It's very hard to separate what's
happening in nursing from what's
happening in the women's movement,"
comments Karen Cummings, director
of nursing, "the old idea of the nurse
being there simply as handmaiden to
the physician is gone."
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
A National Health Care program,
being proposed by some politicians,
would almost have to take into account
the need for increased participation by
Registered Nurses.
10 Years Ago
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
agreed to establish a dog pound on the
Ryan property with Ray Herndon in
charge.
A strong wind this morning damaged
the new slips for boat; at Kenlake State
Park Boat Dock, aewrding to J. W.
Wilham, manager of the dock.
Pvt. Jack W. Mitchell and Pvt. Amos
M. McCarty, Jr., received the expert
rating with the M-14 rifle while in basic
combat training at Fort Hood, Texas.
Calloway County High School beat
North Marshall and Murray High
School beat Benton to advance to the
finals of the District Baseball Tour-
nament.
Nicky Ryan of Murray carded an 89
to win the golf tournament played at the
Mayfield Country Club.
20 Years Ago
Sixteen indictments were returned by
the Calloway County Grand Jury
in its report to the Calloway County
Circuit Court. Paul D. Jones was Grand
Jury foreman.
The president of the Calloway County
Medical Society announced today that
all doctors of Murray and
Calloway County are observing
National Immunization Week, May 5-
12.
Ted Vaughn, Gerald Nelson, Rex-,
Thompson, George Vanover, Bailey
Hendricks, John Boggess, Charles
McGaw, Jerry Crutchfield, and Harold
Gibson are new officers of Tau Sigma
Tau franternity at Murray State
College. Arvin Crafton is retiring
president.
Miss Clara Eagle will speak and show
slides on "Historic Church Architec-
tures of the World" at the Hazel
Methodist Church.
Pure pork sausage is advertised at 25
cents per pound in the ad for Swami's
Market this week.
THE BUREAUCRATS N




Cancer is the most common
disease killer in children
Although accidents continue to
be the number one came of
death among children under 15
years of age. according to the
Arnertc.an Cancer Society' ()ICS.).
malignancies kill more children
ages one year to 15 years than
any other disease
The incidence of cancer in in-
fants and youngsters fortunately
is somewhat rare, affecting
about me child in 6500 Death
from all forms of childhood
cancer declined from more than
eight per 100,000 in 1950 to 5.5 in
1971
Early diagnosis and better
treatrrl account for this im-
provement Acute lymphorytic
leukemia, in the hands of experts
skilled in enodern cancer
therapy, new responds to
therapy so that about half of
%licit caws show a five-year sair
By F.J L Blasingarne. Ml)
viva). whereas they were almost
uniformly fatal 5 years ago
Another childhood mahgnan-
cy tong place in bone and
known as ostengenic sarcoma.
appears to he responding to a
combination of amputation.
chemotherapy and radiation
therapy In these cases, the team
approach of management by
several experts gets better
results Childhood malignancies
usually are mean and ag-
gressive growths In addition to
those already mentioned others
include Wilms tumor of the
kidney (mast often occurring in
the first five years of life)
lyniptrimas and sarcomas
The Americart Board of
Pediatrics, consisting of
specialists in diseases of
children, has now recognized a
subspecialty. Pediatric-
Hernatot ogy I RICOlaa,V, 01 1 11.4 r,••
pediatrician, who treat cancer
in ch %Wren
Mrsit authorutes on malignant
diseases agree that children who
have cancer should be referred
to and placed under the supervi-
sion Of a grrup Of experts who
regularly treat caddhoocl malig-
nancies
(1- Mn. M W . a senior citizen,
has been told that she has
Paget's disease of the bales and
wonders if it is a form of
arthritis
A Paget% disease of the hones
((weals cleformans is an maim
mon chronic illness in which the
hones low some of them calcium,
often leading to their changing
shape, such w eve bones of the
lower limbs bending alettitti to
produCe a bowlegged effect.
Paget's disease is not a form of
iheormittsm. hut 'au Call have
Blasingame
rheumatism at the same time
Usually massaging is not
beneficial. You should continue
exercising to an extent that is
well tolerated, and you should
see you physician about medica-
tion for pain
Gir. Mrs. GS wants comment
regarding possible damage to
persons who sit close to the
television set while viewing
shows
A: Danger from radiation to
viewers who sit close to the
television set no longer exists.
Government requirements for
manufacture since late have
been such that the prolix-Iron Of
X-rays is too low in he a hazard
New designs of cimlits and pro-
tective shielding for tubes by
manufaqurers have been sr) sr-
eessful that TS' viewing even at
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removed Mayfield from the
ranks of the undefeated
Monday afternoon on the
Tiger courts as Coach Cary
Miller's MHS team cruised to
a 7-2 victory.
The Tigers won five of the
six singles matches and
captured two of the three
doubles matches.
In the number one singles,
Mel Purcell blanked Jamie
Dotson 8-0 while at number
two, Kim Trevathan defeated
Marlow Barlow 8-3.
At the number three spot,
Brad Boone fell 8-6 to Greg
Cook for the Tigers' only loss
in the singles. The number
four singles found Mark
Homra defeating Andy Stahr
9-8, with the tie-breaker score
being 5-0.
Ashley Smock, playing at
number five in place of in-
jured Kevin Ray, defeated
Emerson Maddox 8-6 while at
number six, Mickey Cochran
won 8-1 over Mark Stahr.
In the number one doubles,
Purcell-Homra defeated




The only doubles loss was at
number three where a pair of
eighth graders, Cochran and
Smock, fell 8-6 to Mark Stahr
and Andy Stahr.
The _ victory lea_ves the
Tigers with a 6-0 season
worksheet.





Calloway County romped to
a pair of easy wins in a dual
track meet Monday over
visiting St. Mary of Paducah.
The Laker boys took an easy
115-20 win over the Vikings
while the Laker girls won 94-
25.
The regular track season
will end today when the
Lakers host Reidland for a
dual meet. Then on Friday,
both the boys' and girls' teams
will participate at the
Regional which will be held at
Paducah Tilghman.
Here are the Complete
results of both track meets
Prig- %silts
high pump: I. Brandall e.SM., 2.
Wegleclu SM 3. Bibb (CI. 4-10
shot put: I. Kemp )C1 1 Calhoun (C) 3.
Wyatt / C ). 27-10%.
long jump: 1. Pinner Cl 2. Snyder (C)
3. Neal ISM). 15-7
discus.  1. Kemp (C) 2. Thorn C ) 1.
Calhoun C 894
440-relay, 1. Galloway I Cole, Lawren-
ce, Mahan and Planer), 53.4.
60-hurdles: 1. Rosa / Ci 2 Snyder ) CI 3
McCuLston Cl. 9.3.
100-yard dash: 1. Cole C 2. Kenney
1-SM 3. Bibb CI. 12.1.
mile-run: 1. Fteidfort ,SM) 2. Galym
SW 3. Overby (C).6:15.9.
880-relay: 1. Calloway ) V. Carrawe
Lawrence, Ross, and Cole). 1'58.1
440-dash: 1. Pinner tC)2. Mahan iCt 3.
Conner iC). 60.9.
110-hurdles. 1. Ross CI 2. Snyder / C
3. Kenney SM. 17.1.
1180-medley relay: 1. Calloway / Cole.
I awrence, Bibb and Mahan). 2:13 9.
880-run: 1. v. Carraway C ) 2 Reid-
fort SM 3. Galvin :SW 2:45.8.
226Tard dash,I Pinner I C 2_ Snyder
c)3. Course), ) C-i. 263
mile-relay : 1 Calloway ) V. Carraway.
Lawrence, Mahan and Ross). 457.3.
lays' Ruts
shot put: 1. Wyatt I C) 2. Alexander
,C) 3. T. Wyatt (C). 37-8%.
discuss, 1. Clark (CI 2. Alexander C
3 Howard (SM(.106.6.
long jump: 1. Williams :/C) 2. Ingram
SM ) 3. Young ( SM ). 18-2.
triple jump: 1. Nichols r SM 2. Adams
IC/ 3. Futrell (Ci. 35.10.
high jump: 1. Ballard I- Cj 2. Stunson
(' ) 3 Scruggs rc).5-6. -
pole vault: 1 Scruggs C i 2. Outland
/ 3. none. 8-0
120-high hur,![,- (C) 2.
Alexander (C) 3 NI. • 111.0.
1813-low hurdles 1 Alexander (C) 2.
.SpannC3.WilliamsSM). 25.1.
100-yard dash . 1. Ballard (C) 2.
Ingram 1SM1 3. Wallace IC I 10.9.
220-yard dash: 1. Ballard (C) 2.
Wallace CI 3. Young (SM). 24.5.
440-yard dash . 1. Garland (C) 2. Cun-
ningham C) 3. Nichols I-SM). 57.1,
860-yard run: 1. Futrell (C1 1 Mc-
('anon C / 3. Athenais SM). 2:16.7.
mile-run: 1. Futrell (C) 2. McCallon
• r 3 Athenais ISM). 4:54.9.
), vo-mile run: 1. McCallon (C ) 2. Gun-
..:-)gham C 3. Alvery (SW. 11:39.
MO-relay: I. Calloway t Ballard,
Wallace, Adams and Williams). 1:41.3.
mile-relay: 1. Galloway / Wallace,
Futrell, Williams and McC.allon (.4:02.
MISS YOUR PAPER/
Subscribers who kayo not
rpcoiyed Oleic Nemo
3oliyerod copy al Tint
Murray lodge. t rims,  bv
5 30 p la_ Monday Friday Of
by 3 30 p 0 cm Saturdays
aro urged to call 751 1916
between 5 30 p.m. toad 6
p a Monday Friday, ix
3.30 paorml p at Sem
days, to invite tiolivitry04
*a newspaper. Calls sent
be eleeed 1•11 11 p.m. week-












Beautiful Eldorado design glasses. We
have 15.7-oz. ice tea glasses and 25-oz.















64-fl. oz. Eldorado design pitcher
Keep a cool refreshment this sum-




iladfiN Crisp French Fried
Potatoes, only thinner, only
crisper. S-ow. net 441.1 cans.
Rose'sA 0 VER USING
MERCMAMINSE POLICY
r. wart tot Ow. • • •• Oa. Wan
•••••••••• Woo p wool • OW MM. Of
•••••••• •••••a.. ••••••••• 1•••••••
••• • wra ••••• •••••Il ••• IMMO •
NW. t.?••• wow. as ••• •• mod
••••••••••••• GO OD lid*
0. 10 ••••••10.
••••••• owe ••••••••• ••
oftwo. • • ...ow-ft r•••••• Who• •
• OW ft... tog... 5•••• •  wok-
. 111•••••••••• •••••••••
•••••• Plat/ '11 STONES, INC.






Bring your exposed film to Roses for fast, deptridable, economical
service. While you are here, visit our Camera Shop and you will




























30-inches high a 291A-inches wide x 72-inches
long picnic table and benches. Sturdy wooden
construction stained to give it that Red Cedar
look.
PRECISION MOLDED






4 rolls of soft, absorbent White
Cloud Bathroom Tissue. Pick solid





6-0s. (net vrt.) size of Renuzit •
Solid Air Freshener. Four fragran-


















Handsome, efficient, 5-blade "Turbo
Stream" Jet Prop precision molded in
durable sound absorbing compound
for quiet, high velocity air delivery.
$3794PEC1 I. PRICE
Smoker Grill
Swinger 11 Smoker Grill features
adjustable vents in the hood and
bowl to regulate air flow, tem-
perature and assure desired smoked
flavor.
ARC
-71L1L_P REG. 59s 
PAPER TOWELS
Jumbo rolls of Bounty Paper
Towels. Cleans up spills fast. Pick





32-fl. oz. of PaIrrirrliN e • Dish-
washing Liquid. Gentle, mild, &a-
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!Akers Shock Favored Marshals
EASY INNING It was an easy sixth inning for Tommy Chavis as the Marshals went down in order Mere, Cheek takes u tap
back toward the box and flicks the ball to Barry Joseph (10) at first to throw out Jeff Copeland of Marshall County while Laker
catcher lance Hooks looks on at the play.
es Mies Scesistee)
Jacobs Named OVC Trackman Of Year
Racers Not Fairin
Well In OVC Finals
Thank you Roger Westfall.
We needed that.
Had it not been for West-
fall's two wins in the number
three singles at the Ohio
Valley Tennis Championships
at Clarksville Monday,
htairray State would be
trailing the pack in each of the
three championships.
The Racer track teams
stands dead last after the first
day of competition, the golf
team is last and the tennis
team is seventh.
Westfall was the only
Murray State player to win in
the singles. He won his first
round match by default over
Peetri Pihko of Middle Ten-
nessee. Pihko forgot what
time he was to play and he
showed up late only to find out
he had lost by default.
In the semifinals, Westfall
won 6-3 and 6-1 over Scott
Eads of Tech. Westfall will
meet Svante Malsten of
Western in the finals today.
Here are the tennis stan-
dings: Middle Tennessee 16,
Eastern Kentucky 12,
!Morehead 12, Western Ken-
tucky 12, Tennessee Tech 8,





fai )11 14 t‘maiptat '
so,OSG 11'"
and East Tennessee 4.
In the golf competition at
Fall Creek Falls, Tn., East
Tennessee is making a joke
out of the tourney. The Sues
fired an even-par 432 and held
a 15-stroke lead after the first
27 holes of play.
Skeeter Heath of East
Tennessee fired 36-38-32 for a
106 total to lead in the in-
dividual race. Kevin Mier of
Murray had 37-36-38 for a 111
total, good enough for a 10th-
place tie.
The final 27 holes are being
played today.
Here are the scores: East
Tennessee 432, Eastern
Kentucky 447, Austin Peay
451, Middle Tennessee 452,
Morehead 454, Tech 455,
Western 456 and Murray 461.
There was one bright note
for Murray. Senior sprinter
Cuthbert Jacobs was named
as the OW Track Man of the
Year following the
preliminaries Monday night.
Here are the standings in
the track meet after the first
day's events: Middle 30,
Austin Peay 21, Western 20,
Eastern 16, Tech 10, East
Tennessee 8 and Murray 4.
All four of Murray's points
came from Patmore Chatham
who went 24-104i for a fourth
Hopkins 'of Western recorded
a 21.5 to win the heat.
Austin Peay had 10 people to
qualify for the finals while -
Western had 9, Morehead and
Tech 7, Eastern 6, Murray 5,
and East Tennessee and
Middle two apiece.
Losers for Murray in the
tennis match were as follows:
At number one, Mikko








San Fran 9 17 .346 61/2
Atlanta 8 18 .308 71/2
Monday's Resuft
Los Angeles 4, St. Louis 3
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Francisco (Halicki 2-4)
at Chicago (Frailing 1-0)
San Diego (Spillner 0-4) at
Philadelphia (Carlton 1-1), (n)
New York (Matlack 3-0) at
Atlanta (Mortgri 0-4), (n)in the long jump. PlttSburgh AKisOn 2-21 at Cm. 
FiveMurray performers
qualified for the finals today.
Lester Flax won his heat and
recorded a 48.6 in the 440-yard
dash.
In the 100-yard dash, Jacobs
won his heat with a 9.7 and
qualified as did Stanford
Patrick who was second in his
heat with a 9.8.
Martyn Brewer recorded a
1:54.5 in the 880 to qualify for
the finals as did Jacobs in the
220 where he had a 21.6 but
took second in the heat. Bobby
PLAN INCLUDES:
Sbac,ous bedroom • Color Tv
18 notes Gott Daily
on one of 6 courses
3 Breakfast* • 3 Dinners • Enfoy steak








U. S. HIGHWAY 90 AT OAKMONT NACE
molt miss • TEl (801) saal000
Par Person dot OCC000ney
522 00 daily alter swim ntghts
from Sept I to May 30
Arrangements available for
3rd person shartnet room









By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
Milts 15 7 .682
New York 18 10 .643
Pitts 15 9 ,625 1
St. Louis 12 15 .444 51'2
Chicago 11 la .407 61/2




14 14 .500 21/
13 13 .500 21/
cinnati (Nolan 2-1), In)
Los Angeles (Sutton 3.3) at
St. LOuiS (Curtis (n)
Montreal (Kirby 0-1) at Hous
ton (Niekro 1-5), In)
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles at St. Louis
San Francisco at Chicago
San Diego at Philadelphia,
In) • .--
New York at Atlanta, (n)
Pittsburgh at Cincinnalt, (n)




New York 15 6 .714
Milwkee 10 7 .588
Detroit 10 9 526
Cleveland 10 12 .455
  Baltimore 9 13 .409
Boston 6 14 .300
West
Texas 15 7 .682
Kan City 11 9 .550
Minnesota 11 10 .524
Oakland 13 13 .500
Chicago 8 11 .421
California 10 17 370
Monday's Results
Minnesota 5, Kansas City 4,
10 innings
Chicago 7, Texas 6, 11 innings
Oakland 6, California 3
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Boston (Jenkins 1 4) at Cleve
land (Dobson 2 3), (n)
Detroit (D Roberts at
New York (Figueroa 2-1), (n)
Baltimore (Cuellar 0.2) at
Milwaukee (Colborn 2-2), (n)
Minnesota (Hughes 0-2) at
Kansas City (Bird 2-0), (n)
Chicago (Forster I-1) at
Texas( Barr 1.)), (117
California (Ross 01) at Oak
land (Blue 2-4), (n)
Wednesday's Games
Boston at Cleveland, (n)
Detroit at New York, (n)
Baltimore a' Milwaukee, in)
Minnesota at Kansas City,
(n)














Sally Greer of Miami
defeated Nancy Gregory of
Australia 2-6, 7-5. 6-4 in
opening round action of the
British hard court tennis
championships
Mike Owen lost 6-4 and 6-4 at
number two to Leonard Allen
of Tech, Del Purcell fell 6-2
and 7-5 at number four to Doug
Miedner of Middle; and at
number five, Mark Boling of
East Tennessee I brother to
former Racer Ross Boling)
defeated Jeff Leeper 6-4, 3-6
and 6-3.
In the number one doubles,
Horsma-Westfall fell 2-8, 8-2
and 6-Ito the Western duo of
Stig Ljungren and Svante
Maisten.
In the number two doubles,
Mike Owen and Del Purcell
won 6-1, 6-7 and 6-1 over Ken
Wood and Warren Lock of
Austin Peay.
Murray can finish no higher
than fifth in the match and
they would have to win all
their remaining matches to do
that.
If the present standings hold
in all three of the sports,
Murray would, in all
probability, finish dead last in
the race for the All-Sports





Host - -Southwest Calloway
split a pair of track meets with
North Calloway Monday af-
ternoon.
In the boys' meet, North
took an easy 65-35 victory.
But in the girls' meet,
Southwest got some revenge
by winning by the same score
despite the four first places
recorded by Mina Todd of
North.
Here are the complete
results of the meet:
Gisis'
shot put I Todd , 1,111. Frankhouser
(N3 Byars SW t 266
dila-um 1 Todd t NI 2. Frankhouser
(114)3 Paschall (SWi.56-1.
high jump. 1 Todd (N1 2. Miller SW 1
1, Blakely IN I. 4-1,
long jump- 1 Todd IN)! Hoke 04 t 1.
Jones (SW, 12-7.
804ow hurdles 1. Higgins (SW) 2.
t SW )3.1:Act (SW 10.9
50-yard dash. I Higgins (SW) 1,
Calhoun SW t 3 Darnell (N)• 7.8. -
100-yard dash 1 Mee (SW) 2,
Higgins (SW13 Capps r SW). 13.11.
440-yard dash 1 Calhoun (SW) 1,
Fleming SW , 3 Watkins ( N1.81.0.
WI-yard nat. 1 Miller (SW) 2. Mn
Bride SW t 3 Proctor iSW).1101.
220-yard dash 1 Capps (SW) 2 Hoke
(N)3 Jones iSW1 340
ND-relay I Southwest (calhour,
SBlier,flasrrlr.g and Prrry ). 2: U.
440-relay 1 Southwest IllIggims, Cap.
ma. Olive. awl Calhoun ,
Dere apsetk
'hot put I Scott t Yilr 2 williarosiSltil
3 Hobtapole SW1 384.
diacua 1 Barger SW 2 Scott (Nt 1
Sert.gaiNi 87-0.
hii Jump. 1 Todd itt) 2 Neale Of 3.
Stubbiefield t SW I 4-6,
lops Jump. 1. Perry (SW ) 2. Gomm
(N13 Garland N 1 14-0
1104ow hurrSes. 1 Brown NIL Vinson
(N t 1 Lamb iSW i 9.9
mile-run 1 Bibba (NI 2 Fort (N17
Holman* SW). $23.
100-yard dash; I. McClure N)2I. Dor.
don tN 1 1. lAwrenee IN) 11 0
440-yard dash - I Williams (MI 2.
McAllater ,SW ) 3 Brown NI 73.8.
1180-yard run i,BlblaiNll Holism:eh
(SW 1 1 Butterworth SW t 300
220-yard dub: I. tdcCtarr N ) I Gott.
Inni N13. Lemb (SW) 280
WA-reLay. 1 Souuntrest (McAlister
Butterwoath. Williams and Barger)
2 11.
4411-rrlay t North strew*, Ram
ties. iordnn and 14-41urel 1105
Chavis, Garland Key Underdog
Lakers To 6-5 District Triumph
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Some might say it was a
jinx. It wasn't that.
A jinx LS just an excuse.
What it was were nine young
men who came to play ball.
And as a result, Calloway
County stunned Marshall
County 6-5 in the opening
game of the Fourth District
Tournament Monday on the
Laker diamond.
Only two months ago, the
Laker basketball team
shocked the Marshals.
Monday, the Laker baseball
team was much more of an
unBduetrdtoghe Lakers proved one
thing: If you work hard
enough and believe hard
enough, the underdog can
sometimes turn out to be the
top dog.
The game had everything.
There were four homeruns,
some outstanding pitching by
the Lakers' Tommy Chavis,
and above all; there was some
major league defensive play
on the part of Calloway County
which did not commit an error
in'thciecntestthl toldem before the
game that if they could play
errorless baseball, we could
win it," Laker Coach Clayton
Hargrove said.
-By far, it's the best game a
Calloway baseball team has
played in the two years since





pitcher's duel between Chavis
and Marshall County
righthander Steve Peck. The
Marshals had scored a single
tally in the second when Jeff
Copeland punched a one-out
single, scoring Mike Dick who
had opened the second with a
single.
But in the top of the fourth
(the Lakers were the visiting
team on the scoreboard), the
Calkers proved something
else: it's never too late for a
rally.
With one out, Terry Gibson
singled and was still on first
when Craig Rogers stepped up
with two out. Rogers walked
and then one of the key plays
of the game took place.
Senior first baseman Barry
Joseph swung at a pitch in the
dirt and the ball got past
Marshall County catcher Jeff
Woodcock. Gibson came in to
score and Joseph reached first
on the error.
Laker senior catcher Lance
Hooks drew a walk to fill the
sacks and then up stepped
rightfielder Ricky Garland.
Seconds later, Garland was
being mobbed by his team-
mates after the freshman
swatted a grandslam clout
deep over the fence in center,
staking the Lakers to a 5-1
Sign Two
CHICAGO (AP) — The
Chicago Bears of the National
Football League have signed
two of their selections in the
collegiate draft, Jerry
Muckensturrn, a linebacker
from Arkansas State, and Ron
Parker, a tight end from
Texas Christian University.
The signings were an-




Wiles opened the bottom of the
fourth by hitting a Chavis
curveball over the fence to
make it 5-2.
With one out, Steve Peck
singled and after two were
out, C,oepland singled to
whittle the Laker lead to 5-3.
Hargrove then came out to
talk with Chavis and the hard
working righthander got the
next man out.
"I had to go out and talk to
him. I just told him he didn't
have the speed he had earlier
and that he seemed to be
coasting," Hargrove said.
The Lakers pushed the lead
to 6-3 when with one out in the
top of the fifth, Chavis aided
his own cause by belting his
fourth hornerun of the season.
One of the key plays in the
game came in the Marshall
County fifth.
Dennis Foust hit a one-out
single and then the Marshals'
Blake Tovmshend ripped a low
liner out to center toward the
Lakers' Fly Beane.
Beane, charging toward the
gap, dove headfirst and rolled
over, holding up the ball. The
sensational play turned out to
be very big because the next
man, Greg Wiles, homered
and that left it 6-5.
Marshall County went down
one-two-three in the home half
of the sixth. In the top of the
seventh, the Lakers had the
sacks full with only one out but
could not push home another
run.
Chavis got the first man in
the seventh to bounce out to
third where Terry Gibson
made a fine play. Then the
Marshals' Kenny Solomon
walked and that put the
winning run at the plate.
But Dennis Foust popped
out to Beane in center and the
game ended when Townshend
grounded to Danny Rogers at
short.
It was, simply, one of the
biggest baseball wins ever for
Calloway County High School.
Chavis gave up seven hits in
the contest and had super
control, walking just one
batter while fanning six.
Marshall County falls to 16-6
on the season with the loss
while the Lakers go to 8-9.
Marshall County is scheduled
to play Murray High at 4 p.m.
today. The Tigers drew a bye.
If the Marshals win, the
tourney is all over and the
Lakers are champions.
If the Tigers win, Murray
and Calloway would play




fAcQuatoo-If 4 0 1
Beane-cf 4 0 0
thesis-p 4 1 2
Gibeon-3b 4 1 1
Knoth-2b 4 0 0
Rogers-sr 2 1 0
Joeeph-lb 3 1 0




Solomon-cf. c 3 0 0
Fount-es 1 1 1
Townshend-if 4 0 0
Wiles-2b 3 2 2
Dick-rf 3 1 1
Peck-p 2 0 1
Woodcock.... p 3 0 0
Copeiarid-Ib 3 0 2
e-3b 1 0 0
Outland-3b 3 0 0
Outland-pr P 1 0
V an Meter-p 1 0 0
Totals 22 5 7
Calloway 000 510 0 6-6-0











brings back those values.
Peoples Baiikgtves you a new view of checking accounts,1
$300 Per month buys you ALL of these services
NO MINIMUM BALANCE. .
UNLIMITED CHECK WRITING
Write as many checks as you need Never an
additional activity charge or need for
minimum or overage balance in your account
PERSONALIZED CHECKS...
and deposit tickets all you need Im
printed with your name and address (even
,elephone number, if desired
TRAVELERS CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS,
AND CASHIER'S CHECKS
without issue charge
$10,000 ACCIDENTAL DEATH IN-
SURANCE
Worldwide on and off the job automatic
coverage by Fireman's Fund American Life In
surance Company Age 70 and over 50%
reduction If Joint Account, coverage divided
equally on all members
Additional Persona/ and Family coverage
available for S I 00 or 52 00 additional mon
thly fee
COPY SERVICE FOR INDIVIDUAL
DOCUMENTS. .
without charge






S5 00 BLUE CHIP SAVINGS ACOUNT
for each newborn child of BANCL UB Member
FOREIGN MONEY PRE-PACKS .
with no issue charge
SAFE DEPOSIT BOX,
Membership provides 2- by 5 size safe
deposit box at no charge, or equal credit on
any larger box (subject to availability)
BANCLUB DIGEST. . .
A magazine for BANCLUB Members only
three issues each year bring valuable national
discounts HERTZ car rentals, participating
HOLIDAY, RODEWAY, and other hotels and
motels amusement parks from New England
to California financial, health, s2fety and
travel tips special merchandise and ad
ditional membership serviceS as announced
PERSONAL MEMBERSHIP CARD
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HOME FREE Terry Gibson comes sliding home on a passed boll and scores in the fourth inning
to tie the some at 1 1 as Steve Peck waits for the throw while the takers Donny Rogers scoots
into third. later in the inning, Ricky Garland blasted a grandslom homerun and the Lakers newer
trailed again.
By GREG STORY &
GARY SULLIVAN
Defending champion
Murray High was stripped of
its Regional Golf Cham-
pionship Monday at the
Mayfield Golf and Country
Club as the host Cardinals
took the team tale.
Mayfield finished with a fine
315, finishing four strokes
ahead of runnerup Paducah
Tilghman. Lone Oak was two
strokes behind Tilghman with
a 321 while Hickman County.
the leading team at the turn,
finished fourth with 325 and
Mary 337, Marshall County
341, Caldwell County 344,
Calloway County 354, Fort
Campbell 362, Ballard
Memorial 374, Fulton City 377,
Trigg County 387, Christian
County 394, Todd County 395,
Crittenden County 416 and
Carlisle County 417.
Russ Cochran of St. Mary
fired a two-under par 71 to
claim the individi61 crown
while Nathan Calvin of
Hopkinsville was in second
place, two- storkes behind the
blistering pace set by
Cochran.
Two local golfers qualified
for the State Tournament.
Gary Sullivan of Murray High








announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation
of an offer to buy any of these securities
The offering is made by the Prospectus
Now you can earn up to9y /0
with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
Price: 100%
(Available In denominations of $100 or more)
Annual interest of 734% to 944% is payable quarterly
(of monthly on Notes of $.5 000 or more) or. if the
purchaser prefers. interest is compounded quarterty
and payable at maturity only Matuntes of two, five, or ten
years are available
Maturity Effective Annual Interest Rate
e ,,,,,eaa is paid :if weavee a con,
doadisey or modelly pounded durinedy and
pod at maturity dniY1
10 years --- - C75% 10.11%
5 years_ 8.75% 9.04%
2 years 7.75% 7.98%
L
CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes, Series A. are being
by CREDITHRIFT Financial, Inc. a holding
whose subsidianes are engaged primanly in
consumer finance, credit-related fnsurance, and casualty
activities The net proceeds from the Investment
Notes, Senes A, will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance, rt any.
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT
..
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a
of CFC Investment Inc who is licensed in
State The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below Or. if you prefer, phone toll-free at 800-457,3741 (in












of Calloway had a sparkling
74, finished in a tie for third.
D'Angelo got off to a bad
start but had birdies on the
difficult last three holes on the
front nine to turn in a 35. He
followed with 39 on the back
side.
Sullivan played steady golf
on the first nine holes and shot
a 37. But his rather in•
consistent play on the back
left him with birdies on 10 and
16, bogeys on 11, 13 and 15 and
a double bogey on the par-
three 17th hole. He finished the
round with a 76.
After D'Angelo's 74, other
Laker scores included: Bob
Fike 92, Anthony Fike 93 and
Joe Janecek 95.
For the Tigers, after Gary
Sullivan's 76, Lynn Sullivan
had an 81 while Howard Boone
and Steve Hussung both
finished with 85'S.
The Tigers, coached by Ty
Holland, finish with a 14-4
season record while Calloway
County ends its season with a
7-7 record under Coach Liitry
Paschall.
Mayfield, the champion in
the tourney, had only one
player to qualify for the State
Individual Tournament.
Freshman Jeff Boyd fired a 74
to pace the Cardinals while
Jon Stanley and Robert
Creason both had 79's and
Woody Hawkins an 83.
Tilghman, four strokes off
the pace in second, was led by
Rusty Flynn's 77 while David
and Jeff Gollier had 80's and
Brian Culp an 83.
The State Individual and the
State Team Golf Tournament
will be held at Anderson Golf






School easily defeated East
Calloway in a pair of track
meets Monday afternoon.
The Tiger boys won 71-29
over East while the Murray
Middle girls coasted to an
easy 82-18 victory.
Here are the comulete
Girls' Nitwits
shot put 1 Wells 2 Wagoner
3 Wilson 1E 26-96.
discus. 1. Allen Mi 2 Wells Mi 3.
Fiumphis Mi. 77-84i
high jump: 1. Redden M , 2 Simmons
81,3 KinuE).3-10
long jump: 1. Tucker , , 2 Foster
81)3 Jones (M) 15-0 1,4
50-yard dash 1 Campbell M , 2 Win-
dsor ,M 3. Fitzhugh 56
60-low hurdles 1 Redden M 2
Rillington I M .k 3 Wakeland 9.9
880-relay 1 Murray . McGehee.
Billington and (7 Billingtonl
2:15.5.
100-yard dash I Faster (m) 7 camp-
bell Mi 1. Wjndsor:Mi 12.5
440-yard dash • I. English , M1 2.
WaLstor (MI3 ColeiMi 600
226-yard dash. 1 McGehee iM , 2.
Tucker 3 Bangui, MI 31.6
080-yard rim 1. Billingtan (M 2 King
,F..)3 Weaver (SC 3-09.2
440-relay 1 Murray i Foster, Jackson,
Campbell and Shtiffett i 640
ergs' llassilts
shot put 1 Swift 1 l‘t 2 Children:A IF,
1 Garland , M 42-10'1
cbscus I childress iF1 2 Garland
Mi3Kobns:Mi 127-7
high jump. 1 Hibbard 'Mi 2. Smith
,F.13 Barnett (EL 5-4.
long jump I. Emerson ,E) 2 Gray
,M13 lAing,M1.17-10%
1104ow hurdles i Requarth I Mi 2
Gray M ) 3 McQuAnn (E). 11.2.
mile-run 1. Schanbacher ail 2. Bar-
ber ,M13 I. Kitts (F.:1 6136
111111.celay: I. Murray (Reed, Garland,
bbard and Welly .091
100-yard dash- 1 Swift , M1 2 Reed
Pi1)3 Long(M) 115
446-yard dash 1 Hibbard 2 Mt--
Colston 1 Marlow tE 113
2211-Tard dash. 1 Fmerson F.) 2.
Welk 16113. Swift 1811 27.5
1116-yard not I. Morton (MI 2 Pratt





You can't score points if you
don't shoot the ball, and you
can't win basketball games if
you don't score enough points.
It sounds simple, but the
Cleveland Cavaliers' failure to
adhere to those basics is a
major reason they trail the
Boston Celtics 2-0 in their
National Basketball
Association semifinal playoff
series, which resumes tonight
in Richfield, Ohio.
The Celtics' defense has had
something to do with it, too.
-Defense has been our best
factor over the first two
games," said Boston captain
Jahn Havlicek, who will be in
the lineup tonight despite
reinjnring his left foot Sunday.
"When the other team shoots
52 per cent and you still win,
you must be doing something
right. That something was
defense — holding them to 75
shots."
The other NBA semifinal
series resumes Wednesday
night in Oakland. Surprising
Phoenix tied that set at 2-2 by
posting a 133-129 double-
overtime victory over the
defending champion Golden
State Warriors Sunday behind
reserve Keith Erickson's 22
Points.
The Celtics limited
Cleveland to just one basket
over a stretch of 6',2 minutes
in the second half of Game
Two in Boston Sunday, coming
from behind to win 94-89. To
turn things around, says
Cleveland Coach Bill Fitch,
his team has to stop bouncing
the ball so much and take its
shots.
We dribbled too much,"
Fitch said of the second-game
defeat. "Nobody wanted to
shoot, and once again we
weren't very considerate of
the basketball. We're going to
hold a practice session and the
ball ain't gonna touch the floor
at all."
Fitch became the focus of
controversy over the weekend
when it was reported he was
planning to leave his dual post
of coach and general manager
after the playoffs because of a
rift with club owner Nick
Mileti.
NEW YORK I APi The
American Basketball
Association, which started the
1975-76 season with 10 fran-
chises, is now down to six
following the demise of the
long-suffering Virginia
Squires.
The ABA officially 'folded
the troubled Virginia fran-
chise on Monday, the Squires
joining the Baltimore Claws,
San Diego Sails and Utah
Stars, the year's earlier
casualties.
The death pronouncement
was terse. "The Virginia
Squires have failed to secure
their obligations to the ABA
BIG MAN FOR THE !AKERS —Tommy Chovis (11) helped Calloway County in more ways than
one Monday as the takers upset Marshall County 6,5 in District Tourney play. Chosis had two
hits and pitched the distance in o splendid effort




After seven knee operations,
Tony Oliva can still hit but he
can't run. Monday night he
learned that if he hits the ball
far enough, he doesn't have to
run very fast ... or very far.
The 34-year-old Oliva, a
three-time American League
batting champion, spends
most of his time these days as
Minnesota's first base coach,
with only an occasional trip to
the plate.
Several times in road games
he has been listed in the lin&
up as the leadoff hitter and
second baseman to give him
one hopefully productive turn
at bat, but when the Twins
take the field someone else
takes his place. Manager
Gene Mauch is hesitant to use
him with runners on base and
less than two out because a
ground ball — almost any
ground ball — means a certain
double play.
But Monday night Oliva was
sent up as a pinch hitter to
start the 10th inning. He belted
a drive off Marty Pattin that
would have been a triple for
even an average runner — and
Oliva was once very much
more than average — but he
could only limp as far as
second base in his bulky knee
brace with his first hit of the
season. One out later, Lyman
Bostock came through with a
pinch single that scored pinch
runner Jerry Terrell from
second base and gave the
Twins a 5-4 victory over the
Kansas City Royals.
Oliva said his knee brace is
"like the one Joe Narnath
wears. I can hit on it, but
running...there's just no
way."
In the only National League
contest, the Los Angeles
Dodgers shaded the St. Louis
Cardinals on Ron Cey's two-
run homer in the ninth inning.
The Royals sent the game
into extra innings with a run
off Bert Blyleven in the bot-
tom of the ninth on Fred
Patek's triple and Al Cowens'
double. The Twins blew leads
of 1-0, 3-1 and 4-3 before
protecting their 10th-inning
advantage. Craig Kusick
slammed a two-run homer for
Minnesota and Amos Otis
connected for KC.
White Sox 7, Rangers 6
Ralph Garr's hit-and-run
double with one out in the 11th
scored Pat Kelly from first
base and snapped the
Rangers' winning —Streik
Garr also belted a two-run
homer in the ninth to give
Chicago a 6-3 lead before the
Rangers rallied for three runs
in the bottom of the ninth.
Kelly and Jorge Orta also
homered for Chicago.
A's 6, Angels 3
• -Paul -Mitchell, just back
from the minors, pitched a six-
hitter and struck out 10 and
Sal Bando walloped a two-run
homer as the A's defeated
Nolan Ryan. It was the first
Victory of the season for
Mitchell, who came to the A's
FOOTBALL
CONROE, Tex. — Houston
Oilers quarterback Dan
Rastorini suffered a broken
right foot playing tennis and is
expected to be in a cast for
four to six weeks.
BASEBALL
COLUMBIA, S.C. — Bobby
Richardson, former New York
Yankee second baseman,
announced he is running for
the U.S. Congress.
v All Weather Charter
Air Rentals
Flight Training Air Ambulance
as part of the trade that sent
Reggie Jackson to Baltimore.
Ryan fanned 12 but blew a 3-0
lead, built partially on Bobby
Bonds' two-run homer. The
A's took the lead on a two-run
single by Bert t arnpaneris in
the sixth inning.
Dodgers 4, Cardinals 3
Cey's game-winning homer
came with one out after Dusty
Baker opened the ninth with a
single. Joe Ferguson hit a two-
run homer off Pete Falcone in
the seventh for the Dodgers'
first two runs.
and to the players," said
Commissioner Dav-e.
DeStissehere. "As a result,
the franchise has been ter-
minated."
However, Squires General
Manager Jack Ankerson said
he expected the team's owners
to continue fighting for. the
club's survival.
"Dave called me and said
the franchise had been ter-
minated," Ankerson said from
the team's headquarters in
Norfolk, Va., Monday night.
"As yet, I have not been able
to relay this to our people (the
owners of the Squires I. I think
tomorrow or the next day I'll
have a heck of a reaction ...
"In the next day or two,
everybody will have to get
together and see if we have
any course of action available
to us."
The Squires, on the verge of
collapse all season because of
inadequate financial support,
had their franchise suspended
by the ABA on Thursday. But  
the team's owners, headed by
Van Cunningham, were given
until Monday to come up with
some last-ditch plan to—save
the franchise.
They had hoped to use a
$100,000 letter of credit to pay
off, $85,000 in overdue payrolls
and $20,000 in delinquent ABA
assessments and regain ad-
mission to the league. But that
bid was turned down.
DeBusschere said a decision
on the dispersal of the Squires
players would be made "in a
few days." - •
Two of the team's top young
players, guard Ticky Burden
and forward Mel Bennett, said
recently that since they had
not received their salaries on
time, they were now free
agents. 'Burden was drafted
one year ago by the New York
Knicks of the National
Basketball Association,
Bennett by the NBA
Philadelphia 76ers.
In a preliminary merger
proposal submitted to the
NBA 10 days ago, the ABA had
sought to have six of its
franchises included in a
consolidated pro league.
Virginia's demise leaves the
ABA with precisely six
franchises: Denver, Indiana,
Kentucky, New York, San
Antonio and Salt Lake City.
The latter operated in St.
Louis last season, but the shift




Here are sonic important facts:
I. High blood pressure can lead to stroke, heart
attack and kidney failure.
2. There are usually no symptoms.
3. Medication is usually an effective control
4. High blood pressure is treatable but not curable
Tife-long therapy is usually required
5. Hypertensives can lead normal lives and most
drug side effects usually diminish (tier time.
6. Continued contact with the physician ansi
pharmacist is necessary.
The Clinic Pharmai
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Deliver)-No Service Charge
()pen 64 Hrs.Per Week
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TILLERS, Tillers, Tillers
3 h. p. chain drive,
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SAVE $31 on CB Radio







3 Card 01 Thanks
THE FAMILY OF Vera
Peas wish to express
their deep appreciation






bors, and the florists.
We also appreciate the
West View Nursing









This is a permanent
position, offers excellent
pay and fringe benefits,
including company paid




- need apply. Call Mr.
Gene Smith 502-753-4926
or send resume to
Vanderbilt Chemical
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"HE LED HER INTO THE
ZOOM, MADE DRiNK5,
AND AT HER ON THE


































1 1 YOU'RE NOT EVEN
LISTENING TO ME,
ACAE *IOU 7.'
's YES/ .r)7-6 LOVEL'i
PEKE!"
LETS SEE I COULD Pill'
SOME TOMATOES NEE, AND
SOME CORN OVER THERE AND
AAMPE SOME RADISHES HERE
I TsliNK THE MEN.HAvE












YOUR MAJESTY... HE STRUCK
ME! mif
YOU SAID
YOU I-4A0 A ESABY
TODAY









Paris, Term. or call 901-
642-7847 fromi a.m. to 4
p.m.
DISTRIBUTORSHIP
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be/looms fee provide
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Part Time and Full
Time Cooks. Apply in





for auto body repair in
local new car dealer-
ship References
required. Call 7538850
between 7:30 a.m. and




form car pool to
Paducah. Call 753-4024
after 4 p. m. Urgent' !
12 Insurant.







Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
14. Want To Buy
SET OF BUNK beds. Call
753-1775.
WANTED DARK FIRED
tobacco plants. Call 901-
247-5304 after 6 p. m.
ONE GOOD USED twin
size box springs. Call
489-2510.
WANTED 9" or 10" table
saw. Prefer Craftsman





15 A-1,des For Sale
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
GOOD USED 220, 16,000
BTU air, conditioner.
Never used range hood
Call 753-4684
15 Articles For Sale
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.







Can be seen at 502 South








BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-
pooer. Big K, Bel Air
Shopping Center.
COKE MACH1NF used
very little, like new with


















and Service, 500 Maple




















TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both from
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





730 Case tractor, three
16" plow. Call 753-6763 or
753-4545.
HEAVY STEEL cattle







back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no
7 Dill Trailer Ct.
14t,2 rr. DEEP BOT-
TOM, Jon Boat, with 33
h. p. Evinrude, depth
finder, trolling motor
and anchor mate. Call
753-2364.


























Plastic put under house.




Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 732), red worms,
Canadian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894 after 5 p.m.









made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.









new overhaul on motor.
Two couches that make
into single beds, ideal
for trailers. Small china
cabinet, 2 small desks
and chairs. Tables of all
sizes. Antiques,
glassware, electric
trolling motor and small
boat, miscellaneous.





Chevy 250 cu. in.
engine. $100.00. Call
753-4699.
WEED EATER, $29.95, to
$69.95. Spin Trim, $54.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Term.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.













color 21" T.V. Good
condition. Large floor
clock. Call 753-7619.
27 Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1972 x 65 MOBILE
HOME, excellent
condition, 2 bedroom,
central air, washer and
dryer. Call 753-0900.
1959 MOBILE HOME on 2
lots in Crappie Hollow.
Call 436-2505.
ATRRACTISX _
Homette 12 x 60, located
in town, anchored,
underpinned and fur-
nished, plus central air,
washer and dryer. Call
753-9364.
1968 VICEROY 12 x 60 2
bedroom, all electric,
fully furnished, washer
and dryer, air condition,
underpinning, 100 amp
service pole. $3,400. Call
474-7397 after 4 p.m.
28. HeallIE Si Cooling
AIR CONDITION sale,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across froTh Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.














after 6 p. m.
ONE 12x60 trailer and one
10 x 55 trailer. See Mr.
and Mrs. B. B. Dill,
Murray Drive-In
Theatre entrance, or 413
Sycamore St. No phone
calls please.
31 Want To Rent
LOOKING for 2 beclroorr
house with yard. N(
pets. Please call 753-
9346.
WANT TO RENT houst
outside of Murray. Cal,
753-1495.
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.
RESPONSIBLE
FAMILY would like to
lease 4 or 5 bedroom
home within 20 miles of
Murray. Will consider -_
older home if good
condition. Call Tress
Young at Kroger bet-




house with backyard for
married couple and






v- Hot Built-vp Roofs
v- Wood Shingles
fr.- Asphalt Roofs











































































































re St. No phone









Y would like to
or 5 bedroom
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32 Apartments for Rent
THREE BEDROOM






























heat and air, patio.

















33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR college
students. Call 753-8821.





air, and vacuum. $200.00
month available now
Call 753-7410 after 4.
37. livestock Supplies
PERFORMANCE
TESTED 4.1 and 34 blood
Simrnental and Maine-
Anion bulls. All bulls
ready for service, also
1/2 blood Limousin and
Chianina cows with 3,4
blood calves at side
Broadbent Farms,
Cadiz, Ky. Phone 235-
5182 night 235-5170.
EIGHT YORKSHIRE
gilts for sale. Call 753-
4904.
THREE YEAR OLD 1300







PIES for sale. AKC





lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
WHITE FEMALE
FIVE ROOM UN- Poodle, 3 years old, very
FURNISHED duplex. lovable. $35.00. Call 436-




Texas grapefruit, $5.00 a
box. Call Bill at 436-5519.
43.Real Estate
Wet anima
This boartila 2 loollessoa
picteres4.• las-
laaaing wtit 1700 tt of





3 Iota 100 320 Ono with
Flinn( and whit, rock,
cetera witha 3 boaasa, 1
bait, ass has a bah as




































•Muffler and brake service
209 S. 7th 753-1751
a a.-
See us for your
Complete Automotive
And. Truck Repair
HAVE HOUSES will sell -
Three new 3 bedroom,
brick homes with 2
baths, central heat and
air, carpets, built-ins in
kitchen, one with
oversized 2 car garage, 2
with 1 car garage. Two
have 1575 sq. ft. living
area and one1900 sq. ft.
Prices drasticly reduced
for quick sale, four








new 3 bedroom, 11/2 bath
brick home. Central
heat and air, double
garage, wall to wall
carpetin
den and fireplace. Enjoya
your morning_ coffee;
while your built-in range
cleans itself. For a
coffee break with us and
an appointment to see
this lovely home call 753-




on this lovely 3 bedroom,
2 bath home. Owner
moving out of state in 3
weeks, must sell. This
well built brick ranch
home has formal dining
roam, large living room,
kitchen-den com-
bination, entry hall,
carport and is located on
a choice lot on the West
side of Murray. Don't
miss this opportunity for
a real bargain. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
711 Main Street, 753-
1222.
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Are you looking for
country living, 31/2 miles
from town? I have
several beautiful 3 acre
lots for sale at the
corner of the Squire
Workman and Ezell Rd.,
east of Murray. Call
David King at 75378355
or 753-8356.
Accessrble Yet Secluded
this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be just right for
your family. There is a
creek that flows year
around to provide water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the Tucker-Garland
Road about two miles
north of Ky. 121.
Immediate possession.
John C. Neubauer Real





"WHEN WE DECIDE ON A CANDIDATE,
WE'LL ANNOUNCE IT ON OUR SHRT5."
43.Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to
serve you plus twenty
years exclusive real
estate experience Call
753-1651 or come by our
office. We like to talk
REAL ESTATE.







Owner will tinance on
land contract, $400.00
down, balance 8 per cent
interest for 36 months.
Payments would be only
$63.00 per month.
Contact KOPPERUD






kitchen and living room,
bath and utility room,
electric heat or wood
stove, extra good well.
Also 2 7-10 acres with
smoke house and stable
with small pond, also
large block building
with concrete floor.
Could be used for extra
income. This building is











Call 753-8749 or 753-8799.
BY OWNER SHER-
WOOD Forest. Over,
3,000 sq. ft., split foyer, 3
bedroom brick. Living
room, dining room,
kitchen, 3 baths,t den,




car garage, 60 ft. red-
wood deck. Hardwood





















Apply in person. Salary Open.
BOB COLE MOTORS
Wood St. Paris, Tenn.
46. Hom, For Sale
A LOT OF house for the























1975 HONDA 400, four
cylinder, must sell. Call
75341445
1973 SL125 Honda. Dirt
bike Good condition,
like new Call 753-3583,
after 5.
1973 HONDA SLI25. G. E.
Quadraphonic System.
Call 753-0148 or 753-5750.
YAMAHA 250 YZ, good
condition Call 7t-1484
XL 350 HONDA, 8,000










49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1971 VW SQUAREBACK
air conditioned, one
owner, $1,295. Call 753-
4445
1968 IV ICK ELECTRA,
needs work, make offer.
Call 436-2107 after 6.




















1972 HONDA CAR. Good
condition. 40 mpg.
$950 00. Call 753-2329.
197'2 DATSUN 1200, good
condition. Call 753-9364
yr' Jeripster Com-
mando.'' V6, 4 wheel
drive, with hard top.
good condition, $1,975.
Call 713-7405 after 6 p.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 DATSUN station
wagon 510. Real good
condition. Call 753-6089.
1938 FORD pickup truck,
runs, licensed. Eight
cylinder. Call 753-1440.
1970 LTD FORD, loaded,
new tires. Call 436-5366.
1970 MERCURY MON-
TERRAY, some rust.
Best offer. Call 436-2378.
1946 CHEVROLET




1973 VEGA GT. One
owner, $1400.00. Call 753-
22613.
1963 GALAXIE 500, 4


























drying. Call 753-5827 or
753-9618.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the
hour or job. Free
estimates. Call 753-
8343.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.




























struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.














and dirt. Call 437-4533,










$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades
and saws sharpened
94 E. to 280 E. past saw
null road across bridge











4124, South 4th Street
Across from Hi
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.
JOHN IS NO LONGER






















drapes, you pay only
for material used.
Over 150 patterns, 15
per cent off during
month of May only. P
N. Hirsch and Co
phone 753-9779.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Septic tank
rock, rip-rap, decorated
rock, masonry and fill
sand. By load or ton
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
JACK STALCUP
THE BARN RESTAURANT
8 PM - DINNER DANCE -12 FM
FRIDAY, May 28








24 hour service, portable
and aluminum welding
formerly J & B Welding.
Call 436-2590.
1 
SAKE Si on 12 in. diag.
black and white por-
table TV.
























home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







black and grey. Call 753-
8960.
BEAUTIFUL LITTLE
kittens, must find good
home. Call 753-6309.
FREE TO GOOD HOME,
Half Cocker, half
miniature Collie. Four
months old. Dog house
and accessories go with





old. Black with white
spot on chest. Very
friendly, will make an




Husky male and or
female, 2 years old. Call
489-2756 after 7 p. m.
SOUND INVESTMENT
Rental house is always in demand in Murray. The
faculty Apartments, with two furnished 2-room ef-
ficiencies and four 2-bedroom apartments have an







Dort Tucker 753 1930 Chuck Shufrefi 753 4560
502 Maple 753-4342
T CARS





AMERICA Ma READ/ MR HER ONN FIRST T RUE 5PORrs
CAR, AND IN THEIR EFFOIZT TT) BEAT THE T-EiRD Grin
THE sriza-rs, areyvy Hoc 1-11AE iry 1953 to Bum>
ONLY 300 STEEL frOIES WERE PLANNED eu-r nem -
OCAS NON A VETTE TRAPTICK SAVED LEAD TIME.
TRuE NETTERANS REMEMBER THAT ALL WERE POLO
allOTE, WIN RED INTERCR, MID A BLACK 946 TO,'.
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The final rites for
Forrest Coleman, retired
farmer of Murray Route Two,
were held Monday at two p.m.
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleenan Funeral Home with
Rev. A. M. Thomas and Rev.
W. Edd Glover officiating and
the Warren Quartet providing
the song service.
Orfield Byrd, Billy Tidwell,
Edwin Cain, Thomas Jones,
Mark Cunningham, and
Prentice Thomas served as
*thee-secs and burial Os in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Coleman, age 87, died
Saturday at 8:15 p.m. at his
home. His wife, Elaine
Cunningham Coleman, died
May 16, 1963.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Guthrie Roberts, Murray
Route Two; two sons, James
M. Coleman, Murray Route
One, and Charles A. Coleman,






Funeral services for Buford
C. Bailey of Murray Route
Eight are being held today at
three p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Bro. Hollis Miller and
Bro. Jack Jones officiating.
The song service will be by
singers from the University
Church of Christ where he was
member.
Serving as pallbearers are
T. G. Curd, Robert Davis,
Lowry Parker, Joe Jackson,
Thomas Houston, and Audrey
Cannon. Burial will be in the
Hazel Cemetery.
Mr. Bailey, age 73, died
Monday at 8:15 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born April 17, 1903,
in Calloway County, he was
the son of the late William
Bailey and Olive Wilson
Bailey.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Laura Wilcox Bailey: one son,
Will Ed Bailey, and four
grandchildren, Kevin, Tim,
Cindy, and Aimee Bailey,
Hazel Route Two; four sisters,
Mrs. Bessie Dunn and Mrs.
Ruby White, Murray, Mrs.
Bertha Emerson, Murray
Route Seven, and Mrs. Eulala
Like, Murray Route Eight;
one brother, Collie Bailey,
Murray Route One.
Gerald Fulkerson
To Speak At Almo
Church Of Christ
Gerald Fulkerson, a native
of Owensboro and currcntly
chairman of the Com-
munications Department at
Freed-Hardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn., will be the
speaker for a series of gospel
meetings May 14-16 at the
Almo Church of Christ.
The services will be at 7:30
p.m. on Friday and Saturday,
and at eleven a.m. on Sunday.
Bro. Fulkerson has served
for eleven years on the college
faculty. He received his B. A.
from David Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn., and his M.
A. and Ph.D. from the
University of Illinois. He is
married to the former Joyce




By The Associated Press
Jimmy Carter, far ahead in
the race for the Democratic
presidential nomination, took
on a new foe in Nebraska's
primary election today while
President Ford tried to
throttle Ronald Reagan's
challenge in Republican
voting there and in West
Virginia.
Democrats were voting, too,
in West Virginia, where the
field was limited to two
candidates, and in Con-
necticut, where the election
was just the first step in
picking the state's national
convention delegation.
Ford, loser of four
primaries in a row, squared
off with Reagan in statewide
popularity contests with no
effect on the delegate count.
But 25 Republican delegates
were at stake in Nebraska in
Conference On Education
Of Gifted-Held At MSU
Several nationally-known
figures were among those who
conducted sessions during the
recent "National Conference
on Education of Gifted and
Talented: Implications of the




ticipants from 11 states during
the two-day conference co-
sponsored by the Center for
Innovation and Development
of the College of Human
Development and Learning at




University of Connecticut; Dr.
Calvin Taylor, University of
Utah; Dr. Virgil Ward,
University of Virginia; Ms.
Gina Ginsberg, executive
director of the Gifted Child
Society, Oakland, N. J.;
William Geer, executive
director of the Council for
Exceptional Children, Reston,




Institute, La Jolla, Calif.
Attending the conference in
the Special Education
Building on the campus were
teachers, teacher educators,
administrators, parents,
students, and others in-
terested in education of gifted
and talented students.
Other conference sessions
were led by: Dan Beshara of




The Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will
have a youth revival begin-
ning Thursday, May 13 at 7:00
p.m.
The speaker for Thursday
night will be Rev. Bobby
Garland from Water Valley.
For Friday night, Rev.
Gayle Barnes from Wingo will
speak.
On Saturday night begin-
ning at 6:00 p.m., a cook out
will be held for the youth and
the speaker will be Stan
Garland, lead singer with the
Happy Life Quartet, from
Benton.
Speaking on Sunday mor-
ning will be Bobby Warren,
pro basketball player from
South Marshall.
Closing the week's activities
on Sunday at 7:30 p.m., World-
Wide Pictures will present the
Johnny Cash film "The Gospel
Road." Filmed on location in
Israel, this film of the life of
Jesus Christ features the
singing of Johnny and June
Carter Cash.
The youth of all ages are
welcome to attend all ser-
vices, a church spokesman
said.
the Southern Regional Office
of the College Entrance
Examination Board; Ms. Jo
Patterson, consultant in gifted
education in the Memphis City
Schools; Ms. Charmian
Sperling, state coordinator of
gifted education, Kentucky
Department of Education;
and Dr. Donald Hunter, Dr.
Jerome Hainsworth, Dr.
Lawrence Marrs, Dr. Doris
Helge, and Dr. John Taylor,
all of Murray State Univer-
sity.
The format of the con-
ference ranged from open
discussion of definitions of
gifted and talented individuals
and program philosphies and
to an exploration of the
university role in preparing




for gifted education were also
present for the conference and
involved in discussions on
specific topics.
Dr. Charles G. Smith of 818
North 19th Street, Murray,
was appointed in 1975 to serve
as a Trustee of the Rural
Kentucky Medical Sch4ar-
ship Fund.
The Rural Scholarship Fund
is a revolving fund designed to
assist medical students who
are willing to practice in rural
Dr. Charles G. Smith
areas in Kentucky and need
financial help. It was
established as a means of
providing better distribution
of physicians in rural areas of
Kentucky. The Fund was
created during 1945-46, with
money donated by interested
physicians and leaders in
agriculture, business, in-
dustry, and civic minded
individuals. Since 1954, the
State Legislature has sup-
ported it through substantial
appropriations.
The Fund now has about 200
physicians in practice in 87
Kentucky counties, with 25
MURRAY TENNIS CENTER GETS NEW IDENTIFICATION SYMBOL-lames W. Harris,
rigit, of the ;times W. Harris Studios, Murray, presents the new artwork of the iden-.
tification symbol to Robert and Patricia Hopkins. gen. mgr. and pfeji. respectively, of
the newly formed recreation complex. The spa and tennis ( enter is now open with the





state law. Reagan went into
today's primaries with 396
delegates to Ford's 309, with
1,130 needed for the
nomination and 1,207 yet to be
chosen.
The major Democratic
contest was in Nebraska,
where Sen. Frank Church of
Idaho made his primary
debut. There were 11 can-
didates on the Democratic
ballot and 23 delegates at
take, but only Church 'Snit
Carter campaigned there.
Sen. Robert Byrd, running
as a favorite son, was con-
sidered the favorite in West
Virginia's Democratic
primary although, by law, the
state's 33 delegates are un-
committed. The only other
candidate on the ballot was
Alabama Gov. George C.
Wallace, whose campaign in
the state was hampered by a
lack of money.
In Connecticut, Der locrats
voted in a party-run primary
to choose delegates to June 12
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service May
11, 1976
Kentucky Purcha.se Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 370 Est. 700 Barrows &
Gilts .50 to .75 higher Sows under 450 lbs.
steady to 50 higher Over 450 lbs 1 00
hiever
US 1-2 200-230 Its $49.00-49.50 few 49 75
US 1-3 330-240 lbs $48.50-49 00
US 2-4 240460 The 14750-48.50
US 3-4 360-200 lbs 046.50-47 50
Sows
US 1-2 moss uss. polio* oilUS 1-3 300-450 lbs. 440 00-41 311
US 1-3450450 lbs. $41 50-42 50
US 2-3300400 lbs. 011 0019 00
Boars 31.00-35.00
serving in critical areas. Last
year, the Board approved 34
loans amounting to $119,000 to
medical students for the
coming year. Since its
beginning, the Fund has
loaned over one million
dollars.
Loans are available to
residents of Kentucky who
have been admitted to one of
the two accredited medical
schools in the state.
The Fund is administered
by a Board of Trustees
composed of 30 members from
all over Kentucky, who are
deans of the medical schools
chartered in the State of
Kentucky, the State Com-
missioner of Health,
representatives from the
Kentucky Congress of Parents
and Teachers, the Kentucky
State Bar Association, the
Kentucky Press Association,
Kentucky Business, the
Kentucky Farm Bureau and
the Kentucky Medical
Association.
Dr. Smith is the Pre-Med
Advisor at Murray State
University and will be at-
tending the annual meeting of
the Scholarship Fund this
week in Louisville. Applicants
for the loan for the coming
year will be presented and
selections made at this
meeting.
Prices of awl of local tIlltIVIt st
EMT. today, ?woollied to the Larlsar
Times by Virg of %chips, Carp., el
Murrsy re as follows
U S Homes  Vi 1.",
Kaufman & Broad 9% +%
Ponderosa Systems lOis au
Kunberly Clark 41% -%
Union Carbide 22% -44
W R Grace 275e unc
Texaco zo. unc
General ENV. 52% -411
GAF Corp 15 -%
Georgia cific 54% Ai
Pfizer 2186 tric
Jim Walters 42% +I.
Kirsch 16
Disney 884 -se
Franklin Mint 33% -- %
Prices of stocks of local veers* at row
toy formshed to the Ledger & no,"
I N Sonar 0) are u follows
Industrial Avg 
Aurre  a+ .
Amer Motors 
Ashland C41 
AT&T  50 wic
WA 31.,
Gen Motors 76% ...4,
Gen Ilre 
Goodrich X 4. 4,
Gulf Oil Wstax
Pennwalt 344 +%
Quaker Oats 24's +%
Republic Steel 30% + I,
Singer ........ ...... 215 .i.,
Tappan 11 454
Weaterr I'mt,  111 .4,
7PrIth 34% -i.,,
NAME OMITTED
The name of Debra c
McNutt, 1902 Sherrie Lane,
was inadvertently omitted
from the list of Murray Stats
University graduates
published recently in the
Murray ledger & Times Mrs,
McNutt received the R A.
degree in political science
congressional district
conventions that will in turn
pick the state's Si delegates L.
the national convention.
Carter, Rep. Morris K.
Udall of Arizona and Sen.
Henry M. Jackson of
Washington were the main
contenders there, though
Jackson announced over a
week ago an end to his active
campaign.
Carter the Democrats
before this week's voting with
569 delegates to 199 for
Jackson, 187.5 for Udall and
138 for Wallace. Another 1,453
are to be 'chosen, with 1,505
needed for the nomination.
Voting in West Virginia was
from 6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
EDT, in Connecticut from
noon to 8 p.m, EDT, and in
Nebraska 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
EDT.
Ford and Reagan spent
considerable time in
Nebraska, but Ford was in
Washington the day before the
election, Reagan in California.
Ron Nessen, the President's
press secretary, said Ford
was optimistic about his
chances in Nebraska and West
Virginia, but felt both would
be close.
Carter was at home in
Plains, Ga., Monday, while
Church continued his push for
votes in Nebraska. In an
election eve telecast, Church
said, "In this country, it's
never too late and the odds are
never too great."
-was res. ,
Murray Middle School students received the second place trophy in the Invitational
Scholastic Tournament held at Hopkinsville. Participating were, left to right, front row,
Deborah Moffitt, Kavne Beasley, Joel Klein, Brent Boston, second row, Wayne Jackson,
lanis Lents. Lynne Beatty, Greg Morton, Mark Ferguson, back row, Elizabeth Stout,
Alison Wallace, Tim Miller, Brian Gray, Chris Hutson, Randy Wilson, Lewis Bossing. Not
pictured are Susan Lindauer, Amy Noffsinger, Doug Moore, and Dean Hainsworth.
Kayne Beasley, left, and Brent Boston of Murray Mid-
dle School received medals for top scores at the In-
vitational Scholastic Tournament held at Hopkinsville
Middle School.
Illegal Substitutes Of Meat
To Army Revealed At Hearing
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Army meat inspectors learned
to steal, took bribes and were
furnished with the services of
prostitutes to assure that they
would not "hassle" packers
who were selling the Pentagon
inferior meat at sirloin prices,
according to testimony before
a Senate panel.
Sen. Lawton Chiles, D-Fla.,
chairman of the Senate
Government Operations
subcommittee on federal
spending practices, said at
Monday's hearing that lack of
discipline, fraternization
between officers and enlisted
personnel and lack of training
for military inspectors
resulted in a "rotten" military
meat procurement system.
Edward Kehl, former
supervisor for the now-defunct
G&G Packing Co. of Boston,
testified Monday that the firm
regularly filled Army orders
for choice beef with lower
priced upgraded meat and
substituted tough cuts for
tender.
Kehl agreed with a
calculation by Chiles that the
substitution of knuckle for
sirloin tip butts by G&G could
have resulted in illegal profits
of up to 6192,000 a day.
He said young, inex-
perienced Army meat in-
spectors never detected the
substitution because of the
way the meat was cut.
Kehl said knuckle was
substituted for sirloin, worth
62.40 a pound more, in 50 per
cent of Army steak orders
from G&G. He said the firm
Washington Youth
Chosen Junior Miss
MOBILE, Ala. (AP) -- It's
touch to describe how it feels
to be the nation's ideal high
school senior girl.
"I can't even feel," was the
reaction of petite Lenne Jo
Hallgren of Clarkston, Wash.,





was the only double winner in
preliminary events last week,
was chosen from among 50
girls in the 19th annual pag-
eant.
She was awarded a $10,000
scholarship to the college of
her choice.
First runnerup was Marry
Hall Surface of Bowling
Green, Ky., followed in order
by Marianne Weed, Bountiful,
Utah; Mary Joe Rankin,
Panama City, Fla., and Dawn
Fotopulos, New York City.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake. 7 a.m. 358.3.
up 0.1.
Below dam 302.3, up OR.
Barkley Lake, 7 tent'. 358 4,
up 0.1.
Below dam .303 1, up() 1
Sunset 7 : 53:Sunrise 5:52.
also sent knuckle to Blue
Ribbon Frozen Foods of
Hamden, Conn., to fill that
firm's Army contracts.
Both New England meat
processing firms, now closed,
were owned by Harry and
Frank Goldberg.
Charles Reidinger, former
Army supervising inspector in
the Boston area, testified that
Harry Goldberg started
paying him $200 a month in the
fall of 1974 and later raised it
to $400. He said hewas told the
company "just wanted no
major hassle, no nit-picking."
And Reidinger said Frank
Goldberg furnished him with
prostitutes about 10 times over
a 10-month period.
Spec. 4 Nadia Hoyer-Booth,
appearing in Army uniform,
testified that she was assigned
to beef inspection at G&G in
the summer of 1974 at age 18
after only a day or two of
schooling in beef inspection.
She said she was taught to
steal meat by a fellow
inspector and that she
received such things as
football and airplane tickets,
weekend trips, clothing and
perfume from the G&G
manager and his assistant.
Manuel Pacheco, former









mencement exercises at the
University of Louisville.
Dan Mason Miller was
awarded the doctor of
medicine degree; and James
I. Armbruster, 405 S. 16th St.,
received a doctor of dental
medicine degree.
Miller also has been in-
cluded in -Who's Who Among
Students in American
Universities and Colleges."
Degrees were awarded to
almost 2,600 students in the
University's schools of arts






Dr. Margaret Mead, an-
thropologist and author, gave
the commencement address.
PEELER CEMETERY
The annual homecoming at
Peeler Cemetery will not be
held this year and persons are
asked to bring or mail their
contributions for the upkeep of
the cemetery to Leon Duncan,
Almo, Ky., or J. C. Schroeder,
Route One, Dexter, Ky The
cemetery is located east of
Almo.
office, said Harry Goldberg
gave him $100 a week at first
and later 6200 a week "just for
not hassling the employes."
The Senate hearing resumes
Wednesday with witnesses







PARIS r AP ( -- Assassins
today shot and killed the
Bolivian ambassador to
France, who was in charge of
the forces which tracked down
and killed Cuban
revolutionary Ernesto -Che"
Guevara in 1967. A group
calling itself the Che Guevara
Brigade claimed respon-
sibility for the attack.
Gen. Joaquin Zenteno
Anaya, 53, who had also been
Bolivia's foreign minister,
was shot to death at point-
blank range as he walked to
his car, parked alongside the
Seine River, police said.
The police had no comment
on the group's claim.
Zenteno Anaya was the third




The Murray Middle School
Parent-Teacher Organization
will meet Thursday, May 13,
at seven p.m. in the school
auditorium.
Officers for 1976-77 school
year will be installed, and the
Middle School Band will
provide special music.
All parents, teachers, and
interested persons are invited,




Twenty seventh and eighth
grade students from Murray
Middle School participated in
an invitational scholastic
tournament held at Hopkin-
sville Middle School on
Saturday, May 8.
Murray's team received the
trophy for second place in the
tournament. Kayne Beasley
received the medal for top
individual score in seventh
grade math. Brent Boston was
awarded a medal for the top
score in eighth grade History.
The Murray Middle School




grade; Mark Ferguson, Alison
Wallace, eighth grade.
Science: Joel Klein, Greg
Morton, seventh grade; Brian









seventh grade; Brent Boston,
Chris Hutson, eighth grade.
Math: Kayne Beasley,
Elizabeth Stout, seventh
grade; Dean Hainsworth, Tim
Miller, eighth grade.
Each student competing
took a 100 point objective test.
Trophies were awarded on the
basis of total school score.
Christian County Middle
School received first place,
while Hopkinsville Middle
placed third behind the
Murray team.
Other schools participating







To Sing At Church
The Youth Choir from the
Munfordville Baptist Church
will present a musical, "The
Good Life," on Thursday, May
13, at eight p.m. at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
Bob Reeder will direct the
choir in the musical which is
for all ages and has a happy
medium between con-
temporary folk sound and the
Christian hymns. The musical
contains hymn arrangements
as well as contemporary folk
sound.
The public is invited to
attend the program, said Bro.
Lawson Williamson, church
pastor.
FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
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